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Pass/fail
•
issue: a
series of
mistakes

Studeni
body
elections
•
coming

By KatieMcClare
One of the most controversial
issues the Senate has handled in
the past year is pai;;s/faiJ
This was one of the main concerns of the student demonstration of Oct. 21. Student Body
President Dave Farnham said at
· that time he is not 'trying to make
pass/fail an issue,' but is upset at
the a<;lministration's handling of
the matter.
Farnham has been claiming
since the new pass/fail ruling
that Vice Provost of Academic
Affairs David Ellis "misled" the
student caucus on the issue.
In February of 1975 the
Educational Policies Committee
proposed limiting pass/fail to one
course in each of Groups I and II
requirements. It could not be
used for major · or minor
requirements, or for English 401.
Previously a student could use it
for any course outside of his
major.
This was defeated in a controversial block by the student
caucus. If ·a group thinks the
issue is important enough it canrequire that the question require
a two-thirds vote to pass. The
proposal was defeated 43 to 24.
In March of 1976, the
Educational Policies Committee
introduced another proJ>OSal to
limit pass/fail ~verlY··. The
proposal stated that pass/fail
could not be used at all for
Groops I or II, to fulfill major or
minor courses, for the foreign

By Mike Minigan
Student body elections will be
·held Nov. 16 and 17 for student
IJody prest<tent an<t etgnt other
positions.
The elections are for student
senators for areas I and II, two
senator positions for Liberal
Arts, and ..one each for Life Science
and Agriculture, Health Studies,
WSBE and Associate in Arts, and
student body president according
to Cindy Natafe, student coordinator for the University
Judiciary Board.
" All the contested senator
positions are now held by people
who were appointed by Dave
Farnham at the beginning of the
semester," N9.tale said. "These
positions must now be voted on by
the students. "
There will be six polling places
for this year's elections. Their
locations and times are:
--Memorial Union, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.,
--Dimond Library, 10 a.m . .to 4
p.m.,
--Stillings, Huddleston and
Philbrook Dining Hall, 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.,
--Barton Hall, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Deadline for filing applications
for any of the student government positions is Friday, Nov. 5.
To file for a senatorial position,
a student must submit a petition
to the student government office
with 25 student signatures and
social security numbers. For the
residential area senatorial
positions, the signatures must be
of residents in the particular
area:
·
For students wishing to run for
president, they must complete a
petition with 200 student
signatures and social security
numbers.
Natale said that the main concern of student government this
year is getting students to vote
campus wide.
"We want to get the people to
vote," she said. "In the past, the
voter turnout has been so puny,
that it has even fallen way below

"Gooodeevenning. A pitcher of dark, if you please. Quickly!" demanded this gentleman Sunday as he emerged for a night of ghoulish delight at the Mub Pub. See other photo, page 2. (Ed
Acker photos)
.
_
language requirement . or said however, that as a grading that the new requirements would
English 401.
procedure it would affect all ta~e effect with the incoming
Farnham offered an amen- students. 'The ·policy is to treat class. 'No one raised the
dment similar to the first restric- all students in a class the same ' question again;' he said. ·'I think
tion. He added the limitation that he said.
' · David Farnham believed the
a grade of 2.0 (C) would be
Farnham contends the student change in grading would only afcaucus was misled. "I'm not _..feet incoming students. ,_
necessary to pass.
He said he made the proposal to necessarily saymg- we were
Ellis said there is no written
keep pass/fa.ii from being fooled,' said Farnham. ''We took policy on pass/fail grading.
eliminated. His motion passed the word of people who gave us
Ellis said that a computer canApril 12.
advice. Dr. Ellis' only statement not be programmed to handle difAccording to 14·arnnam . ne was that students are affected by ferent grading systems for difmade the proposal with the un- their catalog ~ · He said they were ferent class.
derstanding that it would affect told this before the vote.
Farnham said he considered
Ellis said at the time the Senate this 'totally fallacious ." The comonly incoming students. Students
are usuauy governea oy tne was mvoived in changmg general puter has the largest memory for
academic .policies of the catalor, University
academic
under which they come in. Ellis requireme!lts. He told the Senate PASS/ FAIL, page 4

Statistics reveal that 95 per cent
of all UNH students drink alcohol

Bob Gallo

By Di a n·e Bred a
"A lot of drinking goes on at
the University of New Hampshire," said Bob Gallo, assistant
dean of students. Alcohol is one
social custom that will probably
remain forever, he said.
A survey taken last year
among UNH on-campus students
·indicates that 95 per cent of the
students
drink
alcoholic
beverages. Most students drink
low to moderate amounts of beer
and wine and very small amounts
of "hard " liquor.
The survey indicates, however,
that 15 per cent (700) of the
students drink close to three six
packs of beer a week. The
majority of students surveyed
believe alcohol rerults 'in property damage (75 percent J,
arguments (74 per cent) . andsexua1 aggress1ven ess (62 per
cent).
.
Yet, 76 per cent ol the students
surveyed do not believe there is

too much drinking in residence
halls.
Students do not see a relation
between the amount of alcohol
consumed in their residence halls
and property damage, arguments or sexual aggressiveness; said
Gallo.
The findings of the survey
resulted
in
a
full-page
"statement of concern" paid advertisement in The New Hampshire last-Friday taken out by a
number of students, faculty, administrators and trustees at · the
University.
The survey showed that 64 per
cent of the student said an
alcobolic is someone who drinks
almost every day but never gets
drunk.
Other results from the UNH
survey indicate that students
think:
- alcohol is a drug (59 per cent),
- students drink because there
is nothing else to do (19 per cent),

- students drink because they
feel lonely (14 per cent),
- students, drink to be sociable
(22 percent),
- students occasionally mix
:ilcoholic beverages with another
ALCOHOL, page 4

ELECTIONS, page 10

Voting information
A bus will run every half-hour from 1:00 p.m. to6:30p.m. today,
transporting UNH students to the polls at Oyster River High
School. It will make stops at the Durham Shop n' Save, Paul Arts,
Thompson Hall, the MUB, and Downtown in front of Young's.
The bus, a brown Dodge, will stop for anyone who hails it, in addition to the regular stops. It is sponsored by the student government.
The hours of local polling places are :
--Durham: open8:00a.m.; close7 :00p.m.
--Dover: open 8:00 a.ni. ; close 6:00 p.m.
-Newmarket: open lO:OOa.m.; close6:00p.m.
--Portsmouth : open 8:00 a.m.; close 8:00 p.m.

Sexuality

Rhoades

Anne Dubois has
seen the Human Sexuality Center grow
from a little-used service to a center that
services many students. Read about it
onpage3.

Steve Rhoades has
been program director at WUNH for
three ~emesters now.
In that time tl)e
station has come a
way.
For
long
Rhoades 's views, see
Page 12.

AIA
This is 7'2" center
Ralph Drollinger. He
likes to stuff basketballs through hoops.
The UNH basketball
team is going to try to
stop him tomght. See
the story page 14.
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.---.News Briefs
Assassination
Few college students trust the veracity of the Warren Commission's findings on the assassination of John F. Kennedy, according to an article in the December issue of Gallery magazine.
As the thirteenth anniversary of Kennedy's death approaches,
the assassination 'theory has become an activist issue ·1 at some
colleges.
The editor of the student paper at the University of Missouri,
Chris Conwa]_, s.ays his school's student body senate has endorsed
a resolution asking Missouri's Congressional delegation to press
for an investigation into Kennedy's murder, with lobbying by a
group of campus assassination buffs.
The college editors questioned in the Gallery article thought the
Warren Commission did not deliberately lie about its findings but
simply overlooked important facts and jumped to an easy conclusion.
Robert Waljer, editor of the newspaper of the University of
Utah, .said, "Now the only truth we have is the widesprea~ feeling
th~t

the recal story is possibly moro Jna88ive, more complex, and

more deeply connected to the vital organs of our gov~rnment than.
we want to realize."

Political poll
Republican Governor Meldrim Thompson leads Democratic
challenger llarry Spanos in the New Hampshire gubernatorial
race by 22 per c~t of the vote, according to a poll conducted by a
UNH political science class taught by Professor David Moore.
The poll, w~ich was con"ucted from Oct. 24 through Oct. 28 included 350 resident&.of New Hampshire. Nearly three-quarters of
those polled are registered and expect to vote.
The poll gav e Thomson 55 per cent of the vote, with 33 per cent
to Spanos with 12 per cent undecided. Even if two-thirds of the un- .
decided block vote for Spanos, Thompson would s.till win with 59
per cent of the vote- a landslide victory, according to the report
compiled by the class.
·
The poll also showed that President Ford leads Jimmy Carter
in the Presidential election preference by 22 per cent among
"definite" : New Hampshire voters. Among "probable voters
Carter is given an 18 point lead. The report says that a large vote:
turnout could trim Ford's lead. Nonetheless, Ford is projected to
win with as m·cich as 59 per cent of the vote in the state.
Fifty-five per cent of those. polled named taxes as the major
issue in the Gubernatorial election. Of these, 68 per cent preferred
Thomson while 18 per cent were for Spanos.
Sixty-eight per cent of the voters opposed state income taxes.
Seventy-five per cent of these favored Thomson.
Ninety-five per cent of the voters who favor Thomson's stand on
the tax issue said they will vote for him. Similarily, 92 per cent-0f
those who believe Spanos has Claimed that he is opposed to broad
based taxes, only 18 per cent of those polled favor his stand on the
issue. More than half preferred Thomson's stand on taxes.

Grants
Postsecondary schools in New Hampshire will receive grants
totalling $31,000for·instructional equipment and materials as part
of a $7 .5 million grant from the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare to ·schools in all 50 states.
New Hampshire will receive three grants worth $24,874 for
laboratory anqo1her special instructiopal materials.
One grant worth $6,218 is for closed circuit instructional
television equipment.
· The recipients of the grants are public or nonprofit institutions
of higher.education, including trade and vocational schools which
offer at least a one year training program.

Student Bod! President
candidates differ on views
Cindy Brown
By Mark Pridham
.
"I'm not a wishy-washy per-son. I'm active, motivated,
.energetic and even if I don't win,
I want to make the other can-'
didates come out on the issues,"
said Cindy Brown, one of the four
candidates running for student·
body president.
"As president, I would try t<r
generate an atmosphere ·which
includes inquiring, analyzing,
questioning
and
seeking
knowledge. This is something
which doesn't usually happen orlt
this campus," she said.
ccording to -Brown, the
...aent government's refusal to
deal with :5tudcnt

iut~r~t.

grUUJ:'8

and to take stands on nonuniversity issues should change. She
advocates a more active stance
on issues and leadership. '
"U people organized around
special interest groups, I think
more people would get involved.
They wouldn't be so turned off.

"For example, if some students
got together because of food
waste, I would want the student
government to work on this. If
this idea caused alienation
among other students, so what.
Alienation is better than no
response at all.
"Student government should
take a position not juston campus
issues, but on things that happen
in the world -- like South Africa.
Why should white, middle-class
students be oblivious to what's
happening in the world?" asked
Brown.
"I want to generate an atmosphere where people are
aware of these things. Maybe
people will be pissed-off, but it
will make them think."
Brown, who is one of the New
·England coordinators of the
Clamshell Alliance and a member of the Native American
Solidarity ~ommittee, ~aid she

would work with people from·
special interest groups, but would
avoid catering to them. She has
given up her position as liason of
the NASC since announcing her
candidacy .
Brown said the basis for her
taking action on an issue would
be if a minimum of 25 or 30
students took the initiative and
organized themselves around a
particular problem.
"Student government shouldn't
decide which issues are important to students. I would act as a
mouthpiece ·for students who
organize themselves and want
change.-''
Brown said she would resubmit
the 24-hour visitation proposal to
President Mills if students took
tne m1t1attve and drew up
·petitions.
"Twenty-four hour visitation is
something which '.happens
anyway. If we go through the
processes and it is denied I think I
would organize another demonstration," said Brown, the only
woman candidate · seeking the
position of president.
, Brown said that the Counseling
and Testing Center at Schofield
House; which may be closed, is a
victim of sexism.
"It seems kind of fishy to me
that it got closed six months after
two of the women at the Testing
Center filed a sex discrimination
suit against the University;'' sia_d
Brown.
started
as
an
"UNH
agricultural school, bu~ Thompson school is slowly being whittled down. Even though 85 per
cent of its students get jobs after
graduating, the University has
turned into a . second-class
school."
Brown said one of the problems
with student leaders is that they
are not here in the summer when
the budget is voted on and important decisions are made.
"It doesn't make sense to have
a student government which isn't
here in the summer when
decisions are made. If you are
going to be involved with student
government you should be here in
the summer - I was . ."It wouldn't
.have to be everyone, but the
president and at least three vice
presidents should be here. I think
the administration is happy as
hell that students aren't here
when they make decisions.''

problems facing student government is lack of communication.
"We have to talk more. We deal
with the faculty and the ad·-ministration, but we don't deal
with trust. This necessitates
honesty and not presupposing
everyone is out to get you.''
He said he would do this by
dealing with the administration
and members of student government on a more day-to-day
basis,
O'Neil said he supports the addition of ten minutes to classes as .
an alternative to next year's
calendar which calls for students
to return after"Christmas to take
finals.
.
"This seems to have the most
acro;s the board. I think we
.:ihould fiud a utl~llliir wtUl the most
aweaI t.o all am make a c~nimit- .
ment to it. The way it s~ now,
freshman migttEJ> ttrqh three dif-

_aweru

ferent calendars," he said.

:

O'Neil says he believes that
student government should look
into
faculty
unionization
A.A.U.P. and its effect on the

University. "How it's going to affect the quality of education is
more important than anything.
"Student government should
get involved with the faculty
caucus to check out the possible
infringements on student rights it
could have.
As a member of the Student
Caucus,· O'Neil participated in
organizing the student protest
that took place in from of Thompson Hall on Oct. 21.
Though only 800 students ·participated in the protest, O'Neil
considered it a success. "I think
student demonstrations have lost
popularity-it's a pass~ thing."
"I'm running because there is a
He described the protest as ''a
need for positive student leader- touchy
situation. We didn't know
ship and I think I can provide that what would happen until the very
leadership," said Jim O'Neil,. last moment. We didn't know if
chairman of the Student Caucus there would be just us standing
and a candidate for student body out there looking like a bunch of
president.
clowns, or if there would be 4000
O'Neil said one of the major CANDIDATES, page 7

Jim O'Neil

Evangelou chosen
as Director of BOB

Alec ·and his two droogs of A Clockwork Orange fame. prepare for a real horror show
Halloween evt; with plenty of pretty po)ly and some of the old moloko, too. (Nick Novick photo)

By Tom Eastman
Farnham told the members or
The UNH Student Caucus the Student Caucus that he had
u.namimously approved Jim received good reports regarding
,. Evangelou as the new Director of Evangelou's two week performthe Bureau of the Budget in its ance as acting director of the
_ B.O.B. from both members of the
meeting Sunday n:i~ht.
Evangelou fills the post left · B.O.B. and from student O"mrii~
vacant by Laurie Goodrich who ment representatives who obresigned due to personal comit- serve the B.0.B.
ments late last spring after servEvangelou said that his basic
ing as Director of the B.O.B. for function as Director of the
one semester.
Bureau of the Budget will be to
"I am new to the Bureau of the co-ordinate and oversee the
Budget and I hav~ nev.er dealt weekly B.O.B. mee~ and serve
with a committee that has such a as an envoy for tfie Students
large impact on so many people Caucus to let them know what the
bt:fore," Evangelou said, ':but I B.O.B. is doing.
•
think. that I have been domg a
"It is also part of my job to·
~ood JOb the_ past t_wo weeks serv- meet With Farnham to let him
mg as actmg d~rector .of ,~he know how the B.0.B. is operating_
B.~.B. and I am sb~ learn~ng. .
and I must also keep regular of~
~am ~n ecm,io~1cs ~aJor with fice hours in room 146 of the MUB
a m1~or m ad~urustrabon an!] my where anyone with a proposal
studies are directed towards the can come' in and discuss it with
area that the B.O.B. covers, so me "Evangelou said
'
.\
this helps to qualify me for the
B.O.B. page 11
job," Evangelou sai~.
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Anne Dubois is driving force
behind Human Sexuality Center
By Elizabeth Grimm
Last February The New
Hampshire Magazine - a supplement to The New Hampshire
- ran an article on the UNH
Human Sexuality Center and
it.§. new coordinator and coun·selor, Anne Dubois. This article is a follow-up on the
growth and progress of the
Center.

year.··'They seem to feel comfortable;' she says happily.
c.My impression is that maybe
haH of the people that come in are
interested in birth control.
Sometimes people want information and sometimes they just
want to talk. The other haH of the
issues range from questions and
problems about relationships of
all kinds, to questions about abortions. •;
Sometimes Dubois refers
students to the Counseling and
Testing Center in Schofield
House. (Her husband, Tom, is a
psychologist there and the two
have been involved in couples
counseling.) 'I refer students to
others if they can be of more help.
Bill Head has been very helpful to

. rotating library that will stay in
·each dorm for a few weeks at a
time and hopes that next year's
. budget will make that possible.
A male UNH student said,''I've
. gone lo the sex library a few ·
times to read some things by the
.radical therapist Albert Ellis. I
like him 'cuz he's forceful and
. direct and after you read him you
really feel that you can handle
. your problems."
'Hood House is broadening
The brown-haired woman
wearing the colorful scarf is busy
. their health outreach program
at her desk on the second floor of
which we are part of,,. says
Hood House. Along one wall are
. -Dubois. Hit's an educational efshelves and boxes overflowing
fort. Making birth control inforwith books. If they were
. mation . available is one of my
primary responsibilities.•·
classified by the Dewey Decimal
System they'd all have the same
. Dubois has several responsibilities. She works with a
number. That's because they
de~l with one £uhj9Ct. Se:x:. But it
~ornc ~tudcnt.:9 having dillicult
. .sexuaIU.y Start comprlsea mainly
is by no means a limited subject times, especially with the issue of of graduate students iil counand that is why Anne Dubois .abortion.'
·
seling. They work with her in the
(pronounced do-boys) is busy at
Dubois has a $500 budget for outreach program in the residenher desk in Hood House.
the year. The money is funded ce halls and at the-MUB. (Last
Her official title is the Human from Hood House. She uses it to . y~ they held a workshop in
·Sexuality Coordinator and Coun- make pamphlets and literature Williamson Hall titled 'Marriage,
selor. She was hired in October of available to st~dents free of · Living Together, or Other Alter1975. It's supposed to be a par~ charge, for the growing library, natives'. A Williamson resident
time iob. but Dubois spends more publicity, programming, whoattendedsaidshewas keenly
than 20 hours a week at the job,. speakers, Itlms, and supplies for interested in the part about other
Tuesday is the 'open' day buf the outr.:!«lch program.
alternatives, because she had
Dubois is in her office Monday - · '$tu dents rlr.op in for infor- been racking her brain for some.)
"I've been concentrating on
through Thursday and makes ap-. mafiOD, short VlSlts, apP01Dtments
pointnients for .any of the four and just to browse through the campus-wide programs this
days. "Next year I am going to s:.J./ library. I notice how many people. year, esnecially to reach com-·
that J'm open Monday through come in and browse because it is mut.ers," says Dubois. "I also want
Thursdaywfor drop-ins and ap-_ some indication of how many to work as rnuch as posslDle with
pointments", she days, ''because know about this service and feel the residence halls staff because
people come all through the comfortable with it in this type of they have close coritact with
week, not just on Tuesdays'!
.
format.'
.
students and ere very influenDubois says that roughly ten.
The extensive library is tiat• ··
to fifteen students use the primarily a browsing one ( the
Dubois has noticed an increase
Sexuality Center each week. The chairs are very comfortable) but in students using the center for
number of students using tlie cen- Dubois has made some excep- information of use in their courter has gradually increased since tions in speciaJ cases. She wishes · ses and research projects. Dubois
its inception. There has been a that she had a regular lending is a source of information herself.
noticeable increase in the num- library but the budget doesn't
ber of men visiting the center this allow it. Dubois wants to have a SEXUALITY, page 11

Room in Demeritt Hall
opened for library overflow
By Elizabeth Grimm
Vice-President for Academic
Affairs Tom Grady announced at
Sunday's
Student
Caucus
meeting that a room is now
available in Demeritt Hall for
students to study in who can't
find a seat in the library.
Room 152 in Demeritt opened
la~t night from 6 p.m. until 10
p.m. The lecture hall seats 220
'students and will be open Monday
through Friday.
Grady said Clarence Porter,
assistant vice provost for
academic affairs, approved the
establishment of the extra study
area.
·~ was very receptive to
the idea because it's a good one,"
said Grady. "The extra room is
definitely needeq. Since the
beginning of the semester, if you

get to the library after 6 p.m., you
can't find a seat. I've personally
found that out and students have
come to me and complained, so
we're hoping that a lot of people
will use Demeritt 152."
Grady said that he and Porter
realize that room 152 "is not an
ideal or extremely comfortable
place to study, but at least it will
relieve _the library fro~ the
crowds. And it's gred that it will
be open on Friday nights because
it is so much larger than the 24hour smoking room in the
library.''
The room will be open the rest
of the semester but there will be a
few nights when it will have to be
closed due to physics help
sessions. Grady said, "It'll
probably be around finals time
when we need it most but it may

be only one night a week. I'll see
what I can do about getting
another room. I'll make sure the
dates when it will be be closed
will appear in The New Hampshire."
Whether or not the room will be
used will depend a lot on
publicity. Grady hopes to contact
WUNH and the library and put up
posters reminding students that
the room is available.
In other action, the Student
Caucus approved the appointment of Jim Evangelou as director of the Bureau of the Budget.
Evangelou, a student at the Whittemore School, was appointed by
Student Body President David
Farnham. Evangelou was
allowed to attend meeting of the
CAUCUS, page 13

Human Sexuality Center Coordinator Ann Dubois. <Ed Acker
photo)
.

UNH Trustees:
Who are they?
By Mike Kelly and Doug sidered "the biggest sport on
campus; chasing girls." He did
Lavin
This is another segment of the not mention whether parietals
New Hampshire's profiles of inhibited his stvle. He said he was
the University Board of successful inhischasingbecause
he was able to "catch'' his wife,
Trustees.
with whom he has had five
Nathan T. Battles
Nathan T.. Battles, a firslterm ·children.
Looking at education as a
trustee, is a politician who makes
no qualms about speaking whatjs whole, Battles said he felt that
on his mma. tte nas some very the University does not prepare
strong ideas about the Univer- graduates for the jobs they are
sity, and his 1975 appointment by looking for. "Just because a kid
Gov. Thomson to the Trusteeship wants to study political science or
gave him a place for these ideas history doesn't mean he should be
encouraged to:"
to be heara.'
He expressed concern in the
:Battles, a former state senator,
said he was completely against poor press coverage the Univerthe idea of 24-hour visitation. "I sity is getting. "Generally, we
don't allow it in my own home, don't do our best job in selling the
and the University is a home University." He did, however,
away from horµe." You can ac- cite the Manchester Union
cept some of the things that kids Leader as "above average" in
University's
cause.
do, but they always seem to go . the
Overall, the Republican Battles
beyond the point we can accept."
He said kids today are too liberal considered UNH a fine Univerin their ideas and actions. sity. but said it is "2ettin~ too
Battles is now a manufacturing permissive. 1He warned students.
representitive who considers not to be political activists
because "their political activism
politics his relaxatl()n. ·
He doubts the Legislature will reflects on the University in an
·
pass the new Un.iversity budget. adverse w~y:"
The figures are not even in the
John W.Day
sights of the State Legislature."
John W. Day, a retired school
He said that, while he voted for superintendant in Keene, was
the budget, he personally elected to the Board by the
recommended a lower, more Plymouth State alumni. He was
re~listic. fi~ure.
... both surprised and pleased to get
A 1951 graduate of UNH, Bat- the job surprised because he extles was a brother at Sigma Beta pected the position to go to a
and took part in what he con- younger man, and pleased
because he looks upon it as
"another opportunity to serve •
students."
. Day graduated from Plymouth
"No one has been in touch with
State College in 1937, where he
us regarding a reaction to the
was the first male student to take
(Swine Flu) vaccinatiQn," said
a Bachelor's degree in education.
Barbara Cavanaugh, Nursing
He also holds a Masters degree
Supervisor at Hood House.
from UNH, and an honorary docOf the approximately 3,000
torate from Plymouth State.
UNH stude.nts and faculty memComparing 1937-With 1976, he
bers immunized last Friday, a
finds today's ·students more infew students fainted while at the
dependent., He says, "They are
clinic but such reactions are
·quicker to h~ller for their
typical of any injection, said
freedom." He attributes the difCavanaugh. "Sore arms were ' ference to the changing times.
probably the most common ef"Many of us who attended
fect", Cavanaugh added.
school in 1937 didn't have much
Cavanaugh said she felt the
income. We considered ourselves
clinic went very well-. "We had a
lucky to be in school at all, it
bit greater turnout than the
being right in the middle of the
public health officials expected.
depression.
Over 20 per cent of the population
I guess with that in mind, we
participated. There was a very
were a little readier to listen to
good response," Cavanaugh said.
authority. When a college
''We are planning to run a , president said something, we
smaller version of the clinic for
thought it was the law of the
those who had a legitimate
land."
Serving as an educational ·conreason for absence from Friday's
clinic. It will probably be held at
sultant to the Keene school
system and as Chairman of the
one of the rooms in the MUB,"
said Cavanaugh. She was not· Presidential Search Committee
sure when this would be held.
TRUSTEES, page 11

Flu shots

Sherry Valicenti ~sand bears it as she receives her Swine Flu vaccination Friday at the
field house. <Peter Fait photo)
.
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association meets at Hamilton-

Alcohol use at UNH ·
ALCOHOL '

ption at this University. That
coJJtinued from page 1
means most people here drink,"
form of drug ( 41 per cent),
said Gallo.
.
- drinking or drugs relaxes a
Kids with serious alcohol
student when tense over personal ' proble~s are often look~d up~n
or school problems (eight per by their peers as fun kids who
cent).
·
, love to have a good time, said

'~ RenaiHance would be nice.

Kids could get into writing poetry,
,reading and walking/'
Gallo said, ''The results,of the
survey are crazy.'? He said"there
are disparities and inconsistencies in the data that seem to show
that though students feel they are
a ware of alcohol related issues,
they do not relate events amidst
them with alcohol misuse.

Gallo.
A report is issued on .the
"University 50 & 12" project
where staff from the National
Clearinghoase for Alcohol Information visited 63 university
campuses across the country.
The report says there is a

alcohol and alcohol use in our
society and this is a large part of
the oroblem.
Informatiqn can have an influence on behavior by
suggesting alternative patterns
and environments in which
alcohol can be consumed and
served.
"Students must be made aware
of the problem and awareness
means a change in behavior,"
said Gallo.

The "50 & 12" report points out
that students are not very concerned with alcoholism, and
when they talk about an alcoholic
person they are generally talking
about somebody else.
*"The survey s~w:s. ~
- .re is a
tremendous amount of ignorance
and ambiguity surrounding ·
The "50 & 12" report states,
l ~ h li
Fhigh~
· ~l_e_ve_l_of_a_c_o_o_c_c_on_s_u_m______________- i , ''The alcohol problem is not
!
limited to nine million alcoholic
personsandcirrhosisoftheliver.
It has to do with death on the
highway and how you get from
~~it:~ there in a drinking

CAN'T DO YOUR

HOMEWORK ANY MORE?
join SCOPE for

J. G~ILS
and PARIS
-at the Field House

NOV. 21
tickets on sale soon!

$5.50 general .

$3.50 students

..- - - - - -- · ... -

:,f
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--,)$',

WHITTIER

WlMJOlJ§ §£lb§

t
t

•
I

I

MIDWEEK*

SEASON PASS
INCLUDING X__;_MAS AND

FEBRUARY VACATION WEEK DAY:S
Good entire season

for

TELEPHONE
1603)539-2268

WHITTIER

they leave that in the
Smith every Wednesday night at classroom'?"
7:00 p.m. in room 225.
Gallo suggested students get
· ' The ·report on .. the "50&12:' ' excited about creating rather
project says students read how than drinking. ~'A Renaissance
their college is ranked as the top would be nice," he said. "Kids
drinking school. Students take could get into writing poetry,
pride in this.
. reading and walking.''
"These are the people going on
Up until the 1960's Durham was
to lead this country, to head the dry. Dry in the sense that there
corporate structure, to be doctors were no pubs and no distributors
and nurses, to be teachers, to' do of alcohol. Alcoholic beverages
·research at our institutions of could not be purchased at the
higher learning,'' th~ report said. grocery store. Dover was the
"The goal should be that upon closest town for any kind of
graduation these students will 'liquor. ·
know a little more about alcohol
Today either 'soft' or 'hard'
then how to chug-a-lug, or how · liquor can be bought in nearly
their alma mater ranked in a every eating place in downtown
drinking poll, that they will know Durham. The MUB PUB draws
exactly what alcohol is, and large crowds from the University
recognize the magnitude of the campus, said Gallo.
alcohol abuse problem in our
UNH social events including
society;" indicates the report.
dorm parties, floor parties
Gallo asks, "Does drinking en- fraternity and sorority parties,
force the climate of education as business meetings or informal
much as studying? Do students got-togothgrs;: find s:tudonts:,
talk about their studies in a faculty and staff drinking, said·
discussion with a friend or do Gallo.

Pass/fail history

"The problem involves murder, suicide, rape and child PASS/FAIL
administration doesn't even
abuse. It has to do with abusive continued from page 1
have the courtesy to tell us.,.
language and throwing up in the a computer of its caliber. I've
Ellis said the correction was
waste can after a fraternity beer talked to computer people who addressed to the Academic Sta~
bust. And it has to do with en- say it can distinguish between~ dards Advising Committee. •1
joying alcohol in a relaxing at- freshmen and those already don't know who gave it to him.
mosphere," said Gallo.
here.'
David could have had a copy of it
A memo from Assistant Vice if he'd asked. I saw him last
Gallo said he is particulary
concerned with the ''drunk Provost Clarence Porter dated spring and told him about it and
language" on campus. "A April 22 said, 'Students already in he didn't ask for a copy.»
Ellis said that during
student will ask, 'What do you attendance at the University are
want to do tonight?' and his regulated by the rules stated in registration the time when
friend will say, 'Let's get drunk.' the catalog published the year of students needed to know about
their admission.'
the status of pass/fail grading,
Or, Gallo continued, "When
A correction of that was sent , they were aware of it.
Monday morning comes and . out April 27 which said all studen"I accept the situation," said
someone says they got really ts would be restricted in Farnham. He said he is more
drunk that weekend, the usual · pass/fail. Porter said at the time concerned with administrative
response is 'All ri~ht.' '!
that the memos were not 'ad- attitudes than with the policy it. self. ''My vice president, Tom
"There's
an
Aicoholics dressed to the general public.'
Anonymous Association <AAA>
Farnham received the first Grady is working on creating a
meeting going on every day of the memo but not the correction. He pass/fail situation that is easier
week in some surrounding town," said, "What kind of a"top secret to live with. There'll be a
thing is this? I can't tell students proposal soon. We haven't given
said Gallo.
At UNH, the student alcoholic how a ~licy affects th~m if the ' up on pass/fail.''
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FIRST SHOW

6:30

TUESDAY, November 2

WHERE"WESTWORLD"STOPPED

NATI ONAL ELECTIONS, NO SCHED:ULED EXAMS

·"FUTUREWORLD'' BEGINS!
;

EXIT
FEE: YOUR
LIFE I
~
· ·. • . •.' .EMTRYFE
. E.:$1,200
. PEP.DAY

PETER • BLYTHE
FONDA DANNER
""FUTUREWDRLD"

<>

itnAMER~AN lNTERNAT~ F'ICTl.JAE

n•111• ••••••
On Zion's Hill, Newmarket

-·~·"' ARTHUR HILL

·~-:i:-

'. ..., !YUL BRYNN:gj =._

· ·

Appearing Tues.-Thurs.
SECOND FEATURE

8:45
REINCAR~ATION

OF PETER PROUD

LUNCH AT THE DUMP
Fri.-Sat.

BILL MORRISSEY

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES EXHIBITION OPENINGS:
"Japanese Prints: Continuing Acquisitions," Scudder
Gallery. "Faculty Review: Melvin J. Zabarsky & Michael
McConnell," Carter Gallery. Hours are Monday-Thursday,
10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Saturday-Sunday, 1-5 p.m.; dosed Friday.
Exhibit closes December 16th.
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Epic and Drama as Means of
Apprehending Truth," Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 11
a.m.-12:30 p.m.
ORGANIC SEMINAR: "Synthetic Approaches to
Harringtonine and Adriamycin, T. Ross Kelly, Boston
College. Parsons Hall, Rm. L.-103, at 11 a.m.-12 noon.
BASKETBALL GAME: Special Event, "Athletes in Action, ..
Lundholm Gym, 7:30 p. m.
MUB PUB: Election Video with SVTO, 8 p.m.
WfDN~DAY, Novti!mber J

NOV. 3 • 9
Tne

MID-SEMESTER, LAST DAY TO DROP COURSES OR
WITHDRAW WITHOUT ACADEMIC LIABILITY

STRAND
COLLEGIATE

SOLARIS DANCE COMPANY PERFORMANCE: Final
performance of this experimental dance theatre troupe from
N.Y., featuring choreographer-performer Henry Smith.
Sponsored by Creative Arts Mini-Dorm & MUSO, Granite
State Room, MUS, 8 p.m. Admission $1.50.

CROSSWORD

MUB PUB: Rick Bean, "Funk & Bump," 8 p.m.
THURSDAY, November 4

Theatre

ANSWERS TO

6:30-8:45
Prices _Always $1.00
! hird St.; Dover, NH
Starts Wednesday _

AIP SEMINAR: "Bioinorganic Chemistry of Vanadium in
Tunicates," by Ken Dustin, Brandeis University; parsons
Hall, Rm. L-103at11 a.m.-12 noon.

749-4123

UNH BERMUDA GROUP
Open to Students, Faculty members and their families
Friday,January 7 through Friday,January 14

8290

campus calendar.,

EARTH SCIENCES SEMINAR: "New Eng!and Seismicity,"
by David Johnston, MIT; James Hall, Rm~ 119 at U:15-1:1~
p.m.
THURSDAY AT ONE: "The Modern Relevance of
Puritanism," by David Levin, Univ. of Virginia; c~
sponsored by UNH E11glish & History Depts.; 130
Hamilton-Smith, at 1 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "The Learning Tree," Strafford Room, MUB,
Season pass or 75 cents at the door, 6:30 & 9 p.m.

8.DAYS - 7 NIGHTS

FRIDAY, November 5

ALL INCLUSIVE

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIMMING: University
of Vermont, 3:30 p.m.

Adults

8210

Children under 12

No service charge

83 International t_a x & 83 Bermuda Airport tax
INCLUDES:·
*~oundtripJet from Boston to Bermuda via American
Airlines
*8 days and 7 nights at the beautiful Reefs Hotel in
Southampton
The Reefs is a small, intimate hotel set into a cliff overlooking its own secluded south shore beach. All rooms
· ·are .cabana style. The Reefs is adjacent to the Bermuda
bus system stop. Accomodations are 3 to a room.
*Full Breakfast and Dinner each day
*Daily service charge and Government tax
*Taxi from Bermuda Airport to The Reefs and return
' *Swizzle party and entertainment

Book today. Reservations are on a first come first served basis.
825 deposit required by November 19
Full payment required by December 1
For reservations call

Joyce, Mona, Patti, Diane or Kathie at 742-5122

DOVER TRAVEL SERVICE
Dover Point Road, Dover (opposite new State Liquor store)

MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE HOCKEY: Scrimmage,
Lowell, Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
'-.MUB PUB: "Cap'n Moon," 8 p .m.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in
the Memorial Union Building, Durham N.H. 03824. Phone
862-1124 or 862-1490. Yearly subscription $7.00 Second class
postage paid at Durham, N.H. Printed at Castle Publications Plaistow. N.H. Total number of copies printed 10,500,

PROMOTION FOR NOVEMBER
On your next visit to The Bookstore pick tip your FREE
book of coupons for GAF photographic service price
discounts _featuring:
Color E.nlargements - 5x7 size
$.99
8x10 size
1.99
Color Prints- developed/printed
12 exposures
2.29
20 exposures
3.29
Personalized Photo Mug that uses
1.49
YOUR MµG SHOT
.Color Canvas enlargement made from
125Or135 size color negative
and set in a_decorative frame
11.29
These and other special deal coupons at sale prices that
will be honored thr()ugh the month of NoyemJ:>er.
Your UNH Bookstore on campus at Hewitt Hall
Monday..friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:20 p.m. Tel: 862-2141
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notices
GENERAL

ACADEMIC

'II~

ENVIRONMENTAL FILM SERIES: "Energy: Less is
More, " a film on energy conservation; Thursday,
November 4 at 8 p.m. , Mini Dorm No. 8, Woodiuff
House.

COMPUTER , COURSE: "Automated COBOL Code
Production," short course on programs used to generate
COBOL cod~; working knowledge of a programming
language (not necessarily COBOL) is prerequisite.
Monday, Nove~ber 8 at 2-4 p.m., Kingsbury Hall, M327.

I

UNIVERSITY THEATER AUDITIONS: Open acting
and technical auditions for Chekhov's "The Cherry Or- ,
chard," directed by J.J). Batcheller. Production dates:
March3-12, 1977. Open to all pNHstudents,faculty, staff
and community members. Advance reading scripts
available in Rm. M-211, PCAC beginning Monday,
November 8. Actors, bring a recent photograph please !
Auditions will be Monday, November 22 and Tuesday
November 23 at 7:30 p.m., Johnson Theater, PCAC.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT I.D.'S: Now available at
Dean of Students office, Huddleston Hall. This card is an
essential for any student traveler - ·entitles you to
student discounts and privileges on all continents.
COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER: Mini-Workshop
Program,' a series of one-session workshops on such
topics as Assertive Skills, Self-Hyponosis, Test Anxiety,
and Breaking Up. Suited to ·the format of evening
programs in dorms or classrooms. Full list of workshop
offerings is available from the Center. do you have a
• group or would you like to start one? Contact Judy
..
Palmer, 2-2090 to arrange time and place.
PARENT-CHILD STUDY GROUP: Share ideas,
questions and problems concerning children's behavior.
Concepts of child-rearing/communication will be
presented. Activities are on-going; all parents are encouraged to attend. A playtime is set up for the kids
while we meet- so bring them along. Every Wednesday
6:30-8:30 p.m. at the Quiet Mini-Dorm. Questions? Call
Jeanne Kayser 2-2742 or David Cross 2-2090.
TEXTBOOKS FOR SEMESTER II, Spring 1977: The
Bookstore must start first semester textbook returns on
November 3rd. If you are planning to use . a first
semester title during Spring Semester, please forward a
written request and quantity estimate to Mr. Maier at
the Bookstore prior to 11/3. This effort will eliminate
needless returns and reordering and reduce time delay
on new orde~.
USED BOOKS: The Bookstore is planning to enlarge its
used book program and will be offering students 1/2
price for used hardcover textbooks that the store knows
will be used second semester. Faculty are reauested to
assist in this program- by placing Spring Semester
requests as soon as possible. The used book buy back is
scheduled for December 20, 21 and 22.
UNDECLARED LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS: All interested in declaring a major this semester should do so
between November 1st and 19th in the Advising Center,
Murkland Hall.
SOLARIS DANCE RESIDENCY: Sponsored by
Creative Arts Mini-Dorm & MUSO. Acting & Improvisation Workshop, Tuesday, November 2 at 8 p.m.,
North Congreve Lounge. Movement & Athletics.
Workshop, Tuesday, Novell!ber 2 at 8 p.m., Gibbs Hall.
FACULTY-STAFF BREAKFAST: Sponsored by Hotel
Administration 403; Featuring quiche lorraine, cheese
strata, southern sausage, potato pancakes with sour
cream or cinnamon sugar, fresh watermelon fruit bowl,
cantalope compote, chilled juices, danish, coffee or tea.
Tuesday, November 9from 7-9a.m., Granite State Rm.,
MUB. Admission $2.

-

ADMISSION INFORMATION SESSION:- Saturday,
Novem~r6at10:30a.m., Mcconnell Hall, Rm. 208.

CAREER
CAREER READINESS WORKSHOP - COUNSELING
AND TESTING CENTER A five session workshop to
help students prepare to enter today's highly competitive job market by identifying ~ir skills and
strengths, exploring career options; and developing expertise in techniques for obtaining employment. Useful
for students at all levels. The first meeting·will be in
the Senate Room, MUB on Tuesday, November 2 from .
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. This program is co-sponsored by the
Career Planning and Placement Office.
STUDENTS FOR CAREERS: Meeting, Tuesday,
November 2, at 7 p.m., Career Planning & Placement
Office, 203 Huddleston Hall.

CLUBS 8t ORGANIZATIONS
NHOC: ''How .to Build a Kayak,'' Mason Browne's slide
show on the construction of fiberglass kayak; Tuesday,
November 2 at 7:45 p.m., after NHOC weekly meeting·
Hillsboro-Sullivan Rm., MUB.

In an attempt to service students more lm
i\1 efficiently, the Records Department of
the Registrar's Office is imple~enting, 'lljt

II

on a trial basis, a 24-hour request
period during which students' records

!l~ l i
,i~l'i·

I personneL Records requested Will be a-

i

!llJI
!11111

I can be located and prepared by trained I
11\ll

vailable, upon presentation of the UNH Ij!~i

I

I ID,

the following day after 9:00 a.m.
';\ ~; v our cooperation i~ this matter wm be !'Ii
./:~I.
~i_l l much appreciated.
1 ~1
::::·:·.

Jl!~h:=: : : : :~: : t: :}: f: : : : : : : f}: :(tf{:f': :=m: w:~: : : : :}: : : : : t: : : :f@: : : : : : t::::~PMtff#:::t::::::::::::::{:I:tttM:fKl::{: ;: : : : : : : t: : =?:~:i~\ :·:

TESSERACT: Open meeting, Monday, November 8 at
8:30p.m., Grafton Rm., MUB.

PISTACHIO'S

ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: "Tractors: Their Use &
Care," come learn how to drive a tractor; Wednesday,
November 3 at 7 p.m., Putnam Pavillion.

WIN-A-CONE CONTEST

HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: Working with weanlings and yearlings; Tuesday, November 2 at 7:30
p.m., Kendall, Rm. 202.

Win a cone-a-day

SCOPE: General Meeting, including feedback on Beck
show; Thursday, November 4 at 7 p.m., Grafton Room,
MUB.
AREA II PROGRAMMING BOARD: Sponsors Montreal Trip & Olympic Site; limited seating available, first come first served, Area II Residents only. $10 deposit.
Sign up begins November 1at9 a.m., Devine Hall Desk.
Trip will be November 12-14.
TM PROGRAM: Free introductory lecture, sponsored
. by SIMS:, Thursday, November 4 at 7:30 p.m., McCon- neu nau, Rm. 210.
SENATE MEETING: Monday, November 8, at 4-6 p.m.,
McConnell Hall, Rm. 314.
NASC: Literatilre tatile, bake sale; Every Wednesday,
11 a.m.-2:00 p.m., outside MUB cafeteria.
NASC: Meeting, Every Thursday at 7:30 p.m., DWHE
building.
UNH FREESTYLE SKI TEAM: Introductory meeting;
a new organization which brings people who like to ski
together to compete, teach or learn Freestyle Skiing.
Wednesday, Noyember 3 at 8 p.m., Carroll-Belknap
Room,MUB.

fora week
How?
Purchase only one ice cream
cone and submit your name,
address, and phone number.
Prize drawing & winner announced
~very

Friday at noon

SWEET SHOPPE
2nd floor, MlJB

Anyone who wishes to submit information to either Campus Calendar or Notices should do so at the Office of Student Activities on the top floor of the Memorial Union Building in room 322•and not to The New
Hampshire office.

Record Sale
all

6.98

DOWN PARKAS

list albums

3.99
plus

Peter Frampton LIVE
Special 4.49
Sale Thursday Nov 4th thru
Sundar Nov 7th
the

book loft

~pstairs

at town & campus durham

Sierra Designs "Sierra Jacket"
A very light, warm, down filled jacket whether
it be for hiking, cross country skiing, beach
walking, or snowballing. Color~: navy, green,
cranberry.

ll!ildtrnes Cr1/ls
PETIEE BROOK LANE
DURHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03824
TEL. 868-5584

· Wilderness .. :amping, backpacking
and ski touring equipment
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CANDIDATES
continued from page 2
people · out there ra.ising some
serious hell."
·
O'Neil referred to the 24-hour
situation as "a tough one. Students have done their job under the
system. Maybe students should
have the final say over dorm

policy -but as it stands now we . again on the proposal, organize
don't.?,
'
another protest, or drop the issue
. . t
altogether.
Because th ~.dec;isrnn ~-scrap
O'Neil believes that the top
the 24-hour visitation pohcy, wa.s priority among students is "to get
, m~de ove~ t~e summer, o. Nell the best education possible. _
, ~id t~at <I?irect?r of Resid~n"The position of president is
, bal Life DaVId) Bianco or (V~ce not one of extreme power, but 1
P~ovost for Student Affair' believe it's an important one. The
Richard Stevens should have person in that position should
sent a l~tter · to students so they make .it his responsibility to' be
w~uldn,~ have to come back sur- aware, to be familiar with and be
prised.
receptive to the needs and inHe went to say that students terestS of the rest of the Unl.ver- .
· have three alternatives: beain sity."
·

Revised schedule
of deadlines
for
Notices and
Campus Calendar

TUESDAY-AT 4 P.M.
for Friday's paper
See Lucy in Room 322 MUB
N:~ late copy accepted

CREATIVE ARTS MINI DORM & MUSO ·
Present in residency
Tu~sday &

Nov. 2 &3

W e.dm~sday

6:30 & 9:00
Stanley Kubrick's
"A CLOCKWORK ORANGE"
I

D
A
.N

·S

0.
Nov.4

Thursday Only

_L

6:30& 8:20
Burt Reynolds in
"GA.TOR"

The perfect gift
for the one You love.
A. p~rfect Keepsake diamond says it all, reflecting
your love in its brilliance and beauty. And you can
choose with confidence because the Keepsake guar,
antee assures perfect clarity, fine white color and
precise modern cut. There is no finer diamond ring.

c

A
R

E

c

I
.5

0

FREE WORKSHOPS
Tues., Nov. 2, 8 p~m.
Acting & Improvisation - N. Congreve Hall
Movement &.-Athletics - Gibbs Hall

PERFORMANCE
Wed., Nov. 3, 8 p.m.
MUB
Granite State Room
tickets available only at door
S1.50

n<Dt~J~

&1

NOBODY
carrie:J a

larger

· Jefeclion o/
:;

MASTERPIECE

Keepsake·

How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding
Everything about planning your engagement and wedding in a beautiful 20 page
booklet. Also valuable information about diamond quality and s,tyling. Gift offers
for complete 44 page Bride's Keepsake Book and giant full color poster. All for 25¢.

Address---------~--------

.

CORDUR,OYS.
and JEANS
And now we haw every color' Levi·
~

·in straights &.flairs .
EllC•ttnt h1sh1ons for m~-.
women & duldren

Citv----------~--------

State

Zip - - - - -

Keepsake Diamond Rings, Box 90, Syracuse, New Yprk 13201
l!~~~:_:e~~s~~'~£!~~~1~e!!~-~3~~·~.~~~':!~-6!.00...

8.111AA111t•flc ,,,,, /fll,1\/1''' tl.41111•
or

Mvrt'"' Ch."'lf·'
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editorial----Pass/fail--make it more equitable or drop it
Two things are clear about pass/ fail. ,One, no
one person or group can be blamed for the new
pass/fail policy. Two, that policy is unsatisfactory.
Since the policy was passed by the University
Senate last spring, charges and countercharge~
were traded between stud~nts, faculty and administration.
:::>tudent members of the senate were outraged
when they found out that the policy, which limits
the academic areas in which pass/ fail may be used
and raises the minimum pass grade to a C, was to
affect alI UNH students, not just incoming students.
They telt, and still do, that they were duped by
the administration. Specifically, by David Ellis,
vice provost of academic affairs.
Student members claimed they voted on a
policy which was 'to affect only incoming students.
It was only after the vote, they said, that they
were informed by Ellis everyone was to be affected.
We believe the students' claim of intent.

Whether or not Ellis is to blame cannot be easily
proved.
Admirlistrators, many faculty members and a
number of students wanted pass/ fail eliminated.
Those persons felt it was misused to avoid
requirements and inflate grade point averages.
According to one faculty member, students
should not complain about the riew policy because
"if not for that policy, which is a compromise,
there would probably be no pass/ fail at all."
Student members concur. They say they came up
with a compromise to preserve pass/ fail.
For all practical purposes, pass/ fail was
eliminated last spring. We still cannot understand
the rationale of getting a C- in a course and
flunki~g.

Ellis said the plan affects everyone so there can
be uniform grading in classes. There isn't. John
Doe takes biology pass/ fail, gets a C- and flunks.
John Q. Public takes it for a grade, gets a C- and
does not flunk.
A student must now put just as much time into a
pass/ fail course as a course taken for a grade.

letters-----

w1tha U-.

If the University Senate feels pass/fail is bad,
then drop it. If not, make it useable.
We prefer the latter. Pass/fail, in its old fo~,
was a vehicle that allowed students to donate
more time toward their majors while still taking
requirements that, though useful are not always
essential to their careers and professions. Now,
that can no longer be done.

SURE-· •

MISTAKES
VER.SLIS

HU~?

I

roMDRR~S-.
-.: : _;_.:....~:.~~ ;· ..

J"'·\~·.

Visitation
To the Editor:
We are writing concerning the article of
Rep. Maul}ce w. Read Mx> voicm cmcern over the actions of a ''small
minority" of students at UNH who support
a 24 lnlr visitatioo pllicy at ire Unive'sity. Students apprec~te our friends in the
legislature who support measures for
student aid such as Mr. Read has.
However, we feel that our viewpoint
should be put forth to the residents of the
state.
It was a minority of studmts Mx> attended the rally on Thursday the 21st, but the
statement that the rally was attended by a
"100 odd students" calls for coITeCtion.
There was cl~ to 1,00l students present
and it may be accuratJ.y stated that many
more are aware of problems with
visitation and other problems affecting
student welfare.
The visitation plan proposed last spring
would have allowed for three donnitories
to have 24 lwr visi.tatioo m an experimental basis. If a student didn't want
to live in this situation, or his/her parents
didn't want the student to, then the student
would have many options available to·nve
e1sewhere. There are many students who
wouldn't like this Ii~ situatim. Their interests would be· supported by the
propffied change, not denied. The lack of
enforcement of the CUITeDt policy has .

caused many problt;mS. for hard-working · F\nthennore, if a student cliooe to live
students, but the policy JS hard to enforce. in a 24 hour dormitory, the student's
Would anyone stlggest that room checks iments would be much more likly to
~ performed hourly throughout th~ kmw of their childs activities than it the
~t? ~of the reasons for Hx; ~ student was living in a regular dormitory.
policy ~.so. that th~ who ~ t ~t ~ The proposed visitation plan is based on
mur VJS1tation do~~ ~ve to live witl_l 1t. mnesty and freedom of choice. We are not
Those who want VJS1tati?~ ~d have it to ~ to make sex an "~ santhemselves and wouldn t infringe on t:.ha;e ctioned extra-curricular activity" at
who don't.
UNH.
One might argue that if a student wants
t:~!tM- i n-Chief
Steven Mo rrison
to live his own life style, he or she could
Milly McLean
Managing Editors
move off-campE. 'Ibis is true and more
Janet Prince
than half of the lllldergraduates enjoy this
Business Manager
option. However; many students cannot
Doug Cardin
afford this luxtn"Y in time and money. The
News Editors
Kathy Smith
lack cl acEql.late tran;prtaim fer cooinew ~
Matt Vita
muter students is very limiting. We think
Sports Editor
Ed McGrath
that many parents would be and are more
Entertainment Editor
concerned over the fact that their child
Casey Holt
has to hitch-hike into campus daily for
PhoTugraphy Editor
Ed Acker
~ than they are concerned over 24 ·
Staff R e porters Mike Minigan
lnlr vi.sitatim. We think they would be inDana Jennings
Circulation Manager
terested to know that the dormitories have
Diane Breda
Marty Peterson
become so crowded that many students
Mickey Morin
Gary Langer
Bernadette Mulkern
are literally forced to move off-eampus. ~
Advertising Manager
Marion Gordon
Photographers Wayne King
The many other points of the rally were
Lois Kelly
Katie McClare
not discussed by Mr. Read. The main
Bill Kelton·
Advertising Associates
· concern of Student Government at UNH is
Mark Pridham
Nick Novick
Reporters
educational quality. We are here for an
Jim Matthews
Celia .Morise.te
Peter Fait
educaiton and we want a good one. Since
Debbie Weiss
Tom Nelson
1!110, the number of students at UNH has
Brent Macey
Typists
nearly doubled, while the number of
full time faculty has remained con.5tant.
Bill White·
Co.py Editor Karen Lincoln
Niles Cl ev~sy
Class sizes have doubled to the point
Gary Schafer
Joy McGranahan • Copy Readers Vayia _Karanika1.
where some student watch their class on
Cindy Palmiotto
Wayne Lundblad
Cindy Sharpe
television.
Laura McLean
Sarah Bennett
Renee Caron
In the same time, the wmber of ad~
ministrators and administrative aids on
Susan Webster
Susan Everitt
Debbie Basse
cam!U' has irereased by alnJt focty JB'·
Diane Durnan
Elizabeth Grimm
Jo Ann Dolbeare ·
SOffi. We recognize the problems of the
· Beci:y Thompson
Stephen Desrosiers
Walter Young
state in determining priorities for funding,
Caren Feldstein
Dan Herlihy
and we feel that ire iluease in adMary Woodbury
ministrative i;n;itio~ may well be very
'Scott Severance
-Bonnie Betlmne
Holly Dunn'
detrimental to the quality of education
Paul Keegan
Productions Associate
here. We as students want to have a say in
Gerry Miles
determining priorities for funding withing
Accouilts Manager
Lisa Tabak
Lee Hunsaker
the University becatR we feel that the
Productio~s Staff
Jriorities have been wrong in the last few
Andy, Schachat
Dave Davis
. years.
Tom ·Eastman
Hank Moore
In rur faculty we have many very talenJamie Batson
Lynn. Derrick
ted and experienced profe;sors who are
Billing Secretary
Mike Kelly
an incredible attribute to our education
Virgir1ia Maytum
and the university community among
Jon Seaver
Dleen :MtlDllith
Andrea Held
them. In the past few years their salary
Joe Sindorf
P·a rn~ L;im be rt
increases haven't even kept up with the

the
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~
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D-ining and Residence
Advisory Council

to the Edi tor .
DRAC, \he .Dining and Residence
Advising Council , was formed a year
ago to alfow residence students a better voice in the vital matters of dininit
and residence halls. Incidents such as
the Stillings food fight undermine
DRAC's ability to deal with these
issues effectively.
By acting irrespon!itibly. a few
students have jeopordized the efforts
of DRAC, the dining hall staffs and
many students concerned wj!h
keeping board rates down. Students
pay 100 per cent of their total meal cost
and any waste of food is paid for directly by every student. DR.AC 1s now
sh1dviml alternative meal clans in
an effort t6 achieve maximum qmdity
at a reasonable cost to the student'
this effort is very much hampert:d by
the extra expenditures necessary to
replace damaged property and wasted
food.
The actions of the food ·fight pa1
ticipants were ·selfish because the'
showed a lark of respel for cu:ii'munity pror rty and others rights .
Furthermorl tt~y tenrl to cast the
_ student body as a whole . in an 't: ..
favorable light, particularly u:.
desirable at a time w.hen student
responsibility is a major issue.
In the future DRAG ..would support
any judicial action d'esignt)d to

S~condly, pass/ fail should be made more
equitable or .dropped completely. Flunking a course
~ith a C- is not more legitimate than passing it

~oMr: ·

discourage this selfish way of having
" fun " at the expense of all students. ·

DRAC

There is actually as much pressure. if not more,
simply because the margin of error for flunking
the course is drastically less.
The senate should do two things. A committee
composed of student, faculty and administrative
members who were in the senate last spring should
issue a report explaining exactly what happened
last spring. All the conflicting reports and charges
should be cleared up for the University community. The senate owes us that.

cost of living. Is it no wonder that about
half of the faculty now favors ·collective
OOrgaining as a method of hav ing their
concerns met?
Many services that were mffit helpful to
students have been recently cut back. The
Umning Skills Center, which had proved
its worth in helping students acquire the
studying skills necessary to do well in
their courses, has been eliminated. The
Coonseling and Testing Center, which
pwides p;ychiabic counseling and other
services for students, is tlllder close
scrutiny. Health services are still sul:>standard as they have been for years as is
.the transportation_,system for commuters
already mentioned We feel that these
services are more necessary for students
than many of the admninistrative
pmitions now visible in the University.
Once again, we understand that the
state has priorities to consider. We are
very hopeful that our actions haven't
affected the image of the University in
the eyes of the state and the legislature, because we need support from
the entire state in order to insure that
UNH will continue to be a fine institution of learning. We just want you to
understand our viewpoint, for we feel
our concerns are legitimate: We would
be glad to discuss these issues with
aµy resident of New Hampshire.
Letters may be sent in care of Student
Government to the Memorial Union
Building ~MUB), Durham, NH 03824.
Your ideas and concerns will be listened to.
Douglas W. Cox, student senator Area I
Roger Mann, chairman Pro-tern,
student cauct.5
James McNeil, chairman student cauct.5
Jennifer A. Ford, senator
Brian A. Broad, senator

Vacation
To the Editor:
MM students study hard during the
semester and at the end of it comes a hard
earned vacation to plll'SUe a different kind
of experience other than just that of
academics. To utili7.e a pE!iod cl time effectively does not ~Y mean it has
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to be used studying from books, lecture
mt.es and old t.ests.
As far as the note of sarcasm as to "real
living" taking plare, skiing or going to
Bermuda, one can learn new skiing
brlmiques, maybe even how to teach it,
and in Bermuda there is a different type
. ci life, scenery and culture to view. Some
ci the ma;t rewarding and educational
experierx:es have ccme fnm unstm:tured adventures away from the rrutine of

college life.
Amooth iS a Slb;tantial amount of time
to l)JI'SUe something of particular interest
to the student that he ordinarily does not
have the time for. This may be something
other than academics, or academics if he
so chnles. Believe it er rd, smie stu:lmts do have to work in order to help pay
· tier way thrwgh tbiS "echratiooal experience". Many get practical experience
in their job of the future. ~y splitting up
thi5 month into two-week segments, the
student barely has a chance to get settled.
Time is wasted·more than before.
Ginger Tomassetti
Fairchild Hall

Portfolio
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~Gary Langer~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~___._

·Drastic electoral reform needed
The United States of America's method of electing governmental representatives is in dfastic ·need of reform. The
widely held concept ~f . either voting for the lesser of two
evils or not voting at all indicates the great disillusionment
with our present electoral system that is held by many
Ameticans. '
I see three positive steps that should be taken to deal
with the apathy and dissatisfaction that permeates the
common man's feelings toward his government.
First, it is necessary to eliminate the electoral college. Under the present system, electors are not legally bound to vote
for the candidate they have been elected to support. A
presidential candidate could win the election without a
·majority of the votes. In fact, this has happened three times
in our history. John Quincy Ada ins (in 1824), Rutherford B.
Hayes (in 1876) and Benjamin Harrison (in1888} won their
presidential elections with a minority of popular vote. Elections should be determined by a simple majority of the
popular vote.
·
Second, Americans should be made to realize that voting

To the Editor:
Photography is one of our most
popular, most important forms of expression. Its creative and technical
possibilities make it an exciting
is not only their right but also their respo_nsibility. A
cultural experience. At UNH, many
students devote more time and attention to cameras and film than records
It's time we stop just complaining
and books. The University, moreover, portunities to learn the real needs and
can boast of some of the best faculty problems of the students of the and do something about it. It's obvious
that our complaints aren't heard or
and professionals in the field. University.
taken seriously by the student goverAs a i!taff member, her main funThus ... "'Portfolio,'' a book of student
ction has been to assist low-income nment. Every once and awhile there is
photographs.
The second issue of "Portfolio" women gain entrance to the Univer- some feable attempt by the student
(Issue No. 1: September, 1975) is sity. She has learned first-hand of the government to voice the complaints.
scheduled for distribution in Decem- Difficult situation a new student en- However, the attempt is usually or.
ber. "Portfolio" will be a high-quality counters at the University and has the surface and not very often followed
publication printed on the best stock helped these students to become up. Their lack of organization usually
causes poor student participation,
with modern offset techniques. · familiar with university procedures.
Secondly, this has given her many causing the attempt to be uneffectual.
Photographs are now being reviewed,
It se;,ems obvious that what we need is
designs developed, and specifications opportunities to work directly with the
planned. "Portfolio" will be a fine, administrative offices ana helped her an actiye student !!overnment standing by
professional display of the eye and to learn the ways in which the univer- an active student body. Changes within
craftsmanship of UNH student sity operates at that level. She has this wliversity will never occur within our
manifested this knowledge in several lifetime if we don't ,have both, and it is also
photographers.
obvi<U; by our complaining that we need
During preparation of material, ways .
Cindy worked through many of- both.
"Portfolio" is ·applying to the UNH
Let me put it this way. Stippa>e there
Student Press for support, funding, fices/people to improve the parking
and help. Advertising and sponsors situation for students residing at was this community, adeville, that 00.
are also being solicited. Individuals in- Forest Park. She planned, organized, tained it's apples from the large,
terested in submitting prints or in and accomplished an on-acmpus voter ~nerous apple orchard, the Apple Core.
working on production and learning registration drive thru the WHE of- Well_. because of it's growing reputation as
the only ore.hard atO\II1d the apole core
about publishing should contact the fice.
Her concern and commitment show became lesc:; and lesc:; subserviant to .OderStudent Press, Memorial Union Room.
153,
for
details. themselves in her willingness to work ville. They took le$ and le$ care of·the
Upon publication, "Portfolio" will long hours around the clock when apples and the, apples became rotten.
join "Aegis", the- BFA exhibition and necessary, her unwavering ability to More and more apples were being
Music Department performances pinpoint student problems, and her bruised, they were less juicy and tasty for
among the most important student ac- energetic insistence on following a ttn;e in Oderville. But the people of
complishments in New England. problem situation through,. from Oderville had little choire because The
AwJ.e Core was the only orchard around.
"Aegis", "Catalyst", and "Juris presentation to its resolution.
Again, we of the advisory board of They complained, but the apples didn't
Quaesitor" are also published by the
UNH Student Press and first issues WHE whole-heartedly endorse Cindy get better. In fact, they got p~ively
will be out in November and Decem- Brown for president of the student worse and worse.
Well, in this town there was a small
ber. Each publication is written, body.
Ellen Barnett family who decided that if something
researched, edited, and designed by
Rae Francour wasn't done quickly Oderville would
undergraduates. "Aegis" is the
Kathy Beane eventually hit rock bottom. They had a few
University's long-time literary
Joanne Wiridi trees and a lot of room to plant more so
magazine and presents many young,
Joyce Whiting cEcided to help Ciderville and give them a
talented writers. "Catalyst", the
general-interest student magazine, To the Editor.·
better place to go and get their apples.
The community was leary at first
will contain a variety of coJumns, arI have been a student at this university because they weren't sure of what The
ticles, and graphics on important, interesting subjects. "Juris Quaesitor" since l!Jl2. Each year I hear students AwJ.e Core would do and they had never
opens up exciting new areas for complain about the same problems, said anything agaimt it. However, as the
students concerned with law, and in its lwsing, parking, grading proceedures need grew they reallied that they had to
debut offers features on key issues, in- (pass-fail), the roreign language go to the new ore.hard or be distroyed.
cluding an interview with famous con- requirement, the pre-registration fiasco, They found that the new ore.hard was
stitutional expert James Q. Wilson. the calender, the faculty, the misuse of good, the apples were perfect and there
Under the directorship of Rebecca financing, Thomson's power over lhe was happiness in Oderville once more.
Clack, the Student Press is also instituting
more
efficient
administration, recruiting new people,
and acquiring new equipment.
Plans for next year's Student Handbook are also underway. The 1977-78
handbook will be only the second completely student-produced handbook
· published in this era. It will incorporate many changes and improvements over last year's innovative effort .
As the next to youngest SAT
organization, the Student press still
suffers many growing pains, but the
attempts and achievements of the next
two months may well establish it as
one of the best, most important, most
respected
student
publishing
organizations in the country. The
University and student body
desperately need the cultural and
educational opportunities offered by
the
various
Student
Press
publications.
For· more information, call or visit
the UNH Student Pres5, Memorial
Union Room 153, 862-2486 or 862-1545.
' Thank
you.
Christopher Berg
Portfolio

.
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minimal fine should be levied against non-v¢ers, or voting
citizens should be permitted a minimal (perhaps $5) tax
write-off to register governmental appreciation of their
vote.
Many say the mandatory vote would be unfair because it
would force voters to cast their ballots for candidates that
may be unsuitable for those voters. This brings us to ·our
third and most important electoral reform -- the no vote.
A "no vote" space should be available on every ballot,
thus allowing voters to register their dissatisfaction with all
of the candidates on ·that ballot. If the simple majority of
votes goes to "no vote'' in any given election, all candidates
should be required to withdraw from the election. Political
parties would then be allowed to offer a new candidate, if
they chose to do so.
These three electoral reforms would assure voter
representation, increase voter participation and assure the
integrity, responsibility, and unconditiona~ public endorsement of our representatives. The very basis of American
democracy--full and honest public representation in government--would at last be achieved.
your.apples at the AppleCore (the present
student government> and on Nov. 16 pick
Ondy Brown for student body president-she's ripe.
Andrea Martin
Box 410
Durham, N.H.

G·reeks
To the Editor:
My name is Jon Carlsop and I am a

jwlior economics major running for
Greek Council President. The issue of
apathy has hit Greek Council this
Sf'Jilester at UNH. Greek Council is the
organil.ation on campus for fraternities
.md sororities. \Yithin the COUOC:il ~re
are three conuruttees: Commurucatiom,
Servire, and Activities, that try as a whole ·
to .publicire the Greeks, what they are
doing, and the benefits uf the Greek way
of life.

TIE cpS:im is - is ~ ilin!il encouraging comtructive policies to help
reach these goals? Obvi6usly not. The
Greek Council is barely surviving and

needs effective leadership, representation
and support in order to get going again.
I feel.I am qualified to be Greek Council
,President for several reaSQm. First of all,
I am very interested in the Greek system
and the council itself. I know t can raise
enoogh interest to create an effective
organization. Greek representation is
badly needed from all houses.
Secondly, I feel.I can make the office of

Greek CoWlCil President an open one. Any
ideas or suggestiom will be taken and
comidered by one of the designated
committees.
I woold appreciate your support in the
electioo and even more than that yrur interest iri Greek Council.
..,_
Jon Qui.son
Tau Kappa E?;ilon

SVTO presents:

Video & Election Night
in the MUB Pub
Follow the·election
results and be

entertained too.

Tuesday, Nov. 2
8-12

. FTD??m!!&nrvm,~p~

(~.d<.,ere ~.

What is it?

In less than ten minutes
we can send flowers
to someone you love in
another town or state.
It's easy!
Let us help you at

Endorsements
To the Editor:
The Advisory Board of Women for
Higher Education <WHE) endorses
the candidacy of Cindy Brown for
president of the student Body.
A student at UNH for the past 2%
years and a staff member of WHE for
over a year, Cindy has had ample op-

The Re4 Carpet
Flower & Gift Shop

MEN'S GAUZE-SHIRTS
SIZES s~M-L·XL
VALUES TO $12.00
JUST $6~.95
OPEN
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9:30 to 9:30

SATURDAY 9:30 AM to5:30 PM
SUNDAY 1:00 PM to 6:00 PM
Mastercharge & Bankamericard

-Around the corner from T & Con]enkins Court

_I

corner of Maplewood & Central Ave.
Portsmouth, N.H.
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Portsmonth, N.H. 03&Q1.

7 Congress Street

·~s·lf3t·5"t3l

WIDE SELECTION OF

THOUSANDS ON FILE

Imported Clogs

Belts

Wallets

Knapsacks

Vests

Hats

Briefcases

Buckles

Footwear

Luggage

Jewelry

Accessories

Jackets

Ha11dbags

Leat~er

Send $1.00 for your up-to-date,
192-page, mail order catalog.
11926 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca. 900;25
Original research also avaiiable~
Enclosed is $1 .00.
Please rush the catalog to:

Care Products

N a m e - - - - - -.- - - - - -

HOURS: Mon., Wed., Thurs.,
9:30. 7:00
Fri.
9:30. 9:30
9:30. 5:30
Tues., Sat.
DOWNTOWN ACROSS FROM LOE'\YS CINEMA

PISTACiiIOS SUNDAE SPECIAI.S

Address-----------•
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip ·- - - '

The Normandy Beauty Salon
146thSt.

BEGIN TODAY

·@@

Dover

proudly presents

-This Week-

MR. DAVID VAUGHN

Marshmallow Chocolate Sundae
--~--~----------------------

I
I
I
I

PISTACHIO'S IN THE MUB

lI Marshmallow Chocolate Sundae
I
I
I
l

I
I

Pennsylvania's Most A~complished

t

Hairstylist

I
I

I
I
I
l

with coupon
~------------~---------------~

Mr. David's Credentials:
Degree in English Precision Cutting
with Glemby International
2 Degrees in Advanct!d Haircutting with
Coiffure Creation Academy, Pittsburgh
Degree in Advanced Hair Coloring with
Roux Laboratories, Jacksonville, Fla.
Manager of Britt's Beauty Salon
Williamsport, Pa.
2 Years Styles Director for Langlois
Enterprises, Inc. and normandy Corp. (current)
Mr. David's Hours:
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
Friday and Saturday

Elections
ELECTION
continued from page 1

50 per cent."
.
She said that the student
government is toying with the
idea of offering prizes at random
to students who vote.
"We might try something like
offering a dinner at the New
England Center or something at a
downtown spot," she said. "When
students vote, the back of their
I.D. will be marked off, and they
will also be asked to sign a list.
· We can take the lists and cut
them off, and maybe draw names
out of a hat."
Natalealso said that this listin~
procedure is one of the safe .
·.guards agaim;t ballot box stuffing
and election fixing.
"That's one of the ways," she
said. "We d'on't want to have
more ·ballots than si~natures on
the lists. We have other methods,
too. This year, there will not be
balloting in any fraternities
where problems resulted in the
past. Also, w~ will have the campus police taking the ballot boxes
from the polling places to guar'd
against any students handling the
ballots."
Natale said that student
government
has
received
petitions from two or three candidates for president, but would
not release names until their lists
are complete.

RESEARCH
PAPERS

1973

Thousands On File

1973

Profession a I

1974

Researchers
~lODumbartoo

St.,N.W.

Washington, D.C.20007
(202) .333-0201

12to8p.m.
9to5p.m.

---classified· ads~-----.--for sale

For Sale - Desperate: 1975 Suzuki T.S. 250
Motorcycle. Need cash. Price Negotiable!
Call Ch1p868-5668at 36 Young Drive. 11/2·

STUDIOS. Wt• I. Nor.th Hampton. 964-5661.
11/5

For Sale - BSR 2520 W turntable. Very good
condition $30. Call 868-5642 at anytime.

Wedding ensemble for sale from the House
of Bianchi of Boston. Brides gown Size !I,
bridesmaid size 10. mother of oride size 14.
Total value $',,;o, Asking only $300. Call 8682909. 11/2

For Sale - l!lfi:l Jeep CJ5 totally reconditionel.I. New Clutch. transmission, Roof.
Paint and Body. Front end and brakes
redone. Color-Blue. Call 2-2401 ask for
Steve, 331 Christensen. 11112
'

C'lamps to tlw frame outside the window.
Just $25. St.•(• ;md hear it at AUDIOPHILE

For Sale: 1975 Winneabago RG 24,000 miles
self contained, sleeps 6, sparetire, AM/FM
cassette frla~er, TV & CB antenna, extra
~ ~~~Vs: ~Jl er hitch, etc. Call after 5 p.m.,

1 9

7

For Sale: Skis Fischer RSL <200'sJ aiong
with marker 4 bindings :asking $100 or besl
offer. Call after 5 p.m., 772'-6208. 11/19 ·
1971 MGB, British Racing Green, dual car. borators, 28 MPG highway, four on the floorj
asking $2100. Come to One Garrison Hil
Manor in Dover. On Karivan, Dover A. See
Marc. 11/9
For Sale; 1969 Tuyota Corona Deluxe, new
exhaust system, six tires inc. 2 snow tires.
Good gas mileage but not ·pretty. $400 or best
~er. 742-031!; 11/16 _....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Down parka: navy blue, Woolrich, men's
small/woman's large, excellent condition hardly worn. $35 or best offer. Call Debi T.
~=~&14, room 503. 11/19________ _
Twin bed size box spring, very good con~J~ion. ~~!>~~H Carol~~~~~ 11/5 __
For Sale - 1972 Vega, new tires, snow tires,
exhaust system, battery and shocks; needs
work. ~3-~ 7 ca~ 92~.=:!_015:_!~------ _
!<~or Sale: '68 Nova, engine good condition,
will take be.5t offer. Ask for Dave, 749-3452
~!e_r_~p~lfl:_~-~- _____ _
-1!17:!0pl'I Manta ltallyl' 4 speed. AM-FM
stcn•o. (,augPs. Eledric .rt•ar window
dcfoggt•r . with 2 studded snow tires. Onlv
40.0IHI mi. Firm $1,!IOU. Cal! tttilh!!i4:l. Ask ro·r
Paul. 11/2
!'or !'ialt'-Ciihson <iuitar J<:s-:~:l:i. \·i11tag1•
'.\Jod1•L llumhul'king pkk~s. hard slwll
}~:~~'. \i~J pr.wl' $700 Askmg $:1.io. C'<1ll I ~!l-

1

~·or: Sale: l{ossig111;1 Ski Boots. Brand
new: onl\· worn once. Size !I t size i 1 ~-ll

women's 'shoe•. Must sl'll! Were $90. Now

$-l:i. Call .Jam· 2-li:lfJ. Hm :12:1. En•s. 11/12

i''or Sall': Ulfifi Chevy Van l'usllim ('ampcr 2
ft. extension top. msulatcd. am-fm. ti nlindcr. runs good. no rust. $71\5.IJO or Bt>sl Olfl'r.
Call !JW-:.o.n after:; p.m. 11 /2
For Sall' : ·i;:i VW Bcellr. Ciood runni11g condition just inspected. :'IOew tin-s. sl'ats. and
ahsr,lutPI~· no rust. Asking a fair $-t!J:i. Call
6';!1-2m1;; l'\'Cning.'i :12:J.77mi wcckl•nds. I0/12
i''or Sah• Azuki :!:; ltwh Hl-s1><'l·d l>il'n·lp with
gl•ncr;i!or light. 0111\· 2 months oll.I. F:Xl'l'lll·nt ·
condition. \lust ·s1~l. S!I:> or bt>st olfrr. ('all
Osl'ar <.ti HliH·2:itt:I. 11 :}

--~,,-~

~t~. ~~~~:l'~?~tJ~T~\~~~~~~~\ :'~~~n~~~

For Sale - 1967 Ford Country Squire station
f''11Jlpletes1ereosvstem for sale_
·$100. 18"
wagon. Two new tires. Option on snow tires.
· spealt~rs. tape deck. turntable aud AM-FM - Aufomatic
$350 or best offer. Call 868-9738 or
receiver in excellent condition. Call 868-200!r
862-1386.
Ask for Wendy. 11/2
anrt leavl' a message. 11/2
fo'or Sale· StereoComponents.1 yr. old, 2EPI
Used rental uniforms: All sizes and colors.
Shirts $1. pants $1.sO. 868-7156. 11/5
Microtowerls. and 2 STA 47 Watt Reciever
with built in 2 to 4 channel synthesizer. $300
or best offer. Call BQl_ Jr. 868-7049. 11/5
For Sale -1969 'Van 6 cyl. 3-s~. Runs well.
Body rust. Call !162-2404 and ask for Jim
SLIGHTLY USED RUBBERS. Size 165 BR
~est. $600 firm. 11/2
_
14 steel belted radial snow tires in excellent
condition. Get them oofore the white stuff
For Sale - Nikko 5010 Stero Receiver 20 watts
gets you! $-t9 for the pair .. Call 8611-7220.
rms. with 2 Jensen Model I.I speakers. $200 or
best offer. Will consider selfing separately.
11/12
.
- --------~!!Bob after .6.P·~.:..~!!-~453. 11/9
•
i'~or Sale: ·69 Opel automatic. Interior in ex• cellent condition. Brake & front end job just
1975 VW Rabbit custom four door sedan
done. Needs engine & windshield. $150. 868Radial tires, front disc brakes, black vinyl
i2:!0 evenings. 11/2
··------interior in excellent condition. Must Sell!
For Sale: '64 Mercedes 220S. Air conCall and let's talk further. Charlie 868-2288
ditioning. AM-ft'M radio, interior & body
~~~~!.!_/~ ----·-----~-Needs Piston. $275. 868-7230 evenings.

yl/t·

Must sell immediately: Two bedroom
Mobile home at 10 Slf'eov Hollow Mobile
Court in Newmarket, $2,950. Call 659-2738 after six or li79-ll8ifi. 11/lfi _ _ _ _ _ __

i"P111il'r hass ~ Tra\'nor Brain, Marshall•
.. Lo<Hil'<i .. Bas~ arid PA cabinets. Also:
Slnm• and 1-:l·1'l'I ronlil'I' microfhones. Fendl'r :\lustang guitaY. Will sci or trade looking for l',\ hrain. ( 'atl 659-245:~ week.days,
H:!:l-!1!!!111 WC't'kl•llfls 11 I!!
Stl'rl'o compom·nts ahsolute lowest prices 75
major l1rand.s. '.\II nl'W. all guaranteed con-

Wt•t: IJlitmis raut'lwn Christensen 222.

l'h9nc• :!-:?:Iii or llfi!H!H4!l. 11~.~
I!17 4 l'iat 12H. four-door sedan. Radial tires.
front-wlwl'I drin•. 4i.tKIO miles, 29 m.p.g.
dPpi•111lahll'. l'Xl'i>1ll·11t l'ondition. The car fo
handll' :\l•W Enµlal)U winter driving. $1600.
('al17-t2-la1L II 2
l!llifi Tan VW img. sunroof, · rebuilt engine.
l:lfi.(HHI mill's. ~o(){l l'onrtition'. $500 or best of7.J:?-:!1-t:l af Pr;;. 11/!l
·--~-~~----

1·Pr.

Tibet Yoga instruction. No obligation and no
Call Newmarket tor freema1 lesson: li:>!J-271:.C:. 11/2

. hard-seIIpressun~.

help wanted

MEN-WOMEN:
JOBS - ON SHIPS.
American. Foreign. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for ·information.
SEAFAX, Dept. E-17. Box 2049, Port Angeles
Wasl!_i_ngton 983~~t!:_l____._____ ~_
Business from your home. Couples, stu<ients,
professional and noncprofessional. No
obligation nor investment. Second income
~pportunity. Mr. Grant 664-2494. i 1I
Garage Wanted within . walking distance
from campus. For com'p act car during the
~r-~~~8'!:~~t~:k ~~/~!~I~~ 1~\~ool year. Call

LOST°! Set of keys on acrylic disc with
initials SEC. If found, please call 868-7288.
REWARD.11/Z
LOST: Irish Setter, female;. small, skinny,
red. Near Ham Smith 10121 p.m. (Thur3day). No collar/tags. Please call Ken - 6595260.
Lost or Stolen - (1J pair of Rectalinear 3
speakers, on Homecoming Weekend, from
TKE Fraternity house - A $50 reward will be
given to the person who supplies information
reading to the speakers recoverv. Call 2-1:100
Ask for a house officer. 10/2. ·
·
-Lost-Pairofgold clogs at Jeff Beck Concert.·
Please return them -my only shoes. reward!
~!ldrea ~.'.._9726_~~:1670. !_~~-------·-·_
-~-~ ~---·~

rides

$2500 your last two years in college.
Management training for ~xecutive
Kg¥g~~-Hg~. 1y7rrnm·ent. au Army
Wanted: Viola in good condition. Will pay
proportional to conClition of instrument. Call
. Milte, 659-2039. 11/2.
Make Money!! We want your COMIC
BOOKS. Search your attics at home you·
mar have dollars lying around gettinidusty.
Xi~riF.J;~1~nS~~m 9 .cai1 868-5716. sk for

lost and found

RUBBERS. Excellent 165 BR 14 steel radial
snow tires. Don't wait for the white stuff!
Just $49 for the pair. Call 868-7220. Keep.
trying! 11/12
SKI-BOOTS~SKATES: New, used, man,,y
sizes such names as Atomic, Hart, HeaB,
K2 1 Rossignol, Lange, Nordica, Munari. Excelient
prices, come and see for yourself.
Greg, Williamson 424, 868-9797 or 868-2285.
11/9
Rust on your car repaired. Free estimates.
Fiberglass work done professionally at low
cost to you. Call Dan at either 659-5125 or 6642$. 11/16.
. . .

Young cat, missing from the area of A-lot.
She's brown and black with Tabby
markings, brown eyes, and very friendly. If
seen or Tound please write Mar1y, P.O. Box
46Q
Durham.
11/5.
Lost: Tan leather gloves in blue pinto car,
going to Lee Traffic Cirde 10/26 or on
bridge. Please return. Call Devine Hall 8689703. Thank you, Jean Gilman. 11/19
Lost: Silver turquoise bra!:!elet-sometimr,: between Oct 15-. 22. Sentimental value.
Reward-no questions asked. Please return to

For Sale - 197(! VW BEETLE registered. Ins~cted. 35 m1les/gallon. Only $600. See it.
Write: Sharon Pilliod, Star Route North
River Lake.Barrington. N.H. 03825. li/9

. Lost: Red coral necklace on 'ruesday be-" ·' .
tween Ballard and Rosemary Ln. Streets in 1
DIH'ham. Sentimental value only to owner.
Reward. Call 659-5575. 11/16.

1967 Olds Cutlass Conv' PS, FB, Autol VS,
330, 2BBL, Electric top has some oody
damage but is inspected & run daily. Asking .
$300 but will consider any reasonable offer.
6_59-2453. 11/9

Found on Friday night 10/29/76, small young
tiger cat, sex uhknown, wearing collar. 00:.
v1ously well-loved. Area of Stoke on Garrison
Avenue. Call Sue or leave message at 8621427.11/9.

·Lesiie· Smith 209. 2·1359_.1_1/_5__.

Wanted: Ride Between Lee Route 155 and
UNH. Work hours 8-4:30. Call 659-2049. After

5-p.A. ll/5

hitch a ride

In
the
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Educator'. It follows· along with
Hood House moving in the direction of ·broad out-reach
·programs,'' she explains, 'Of
course various people wiff be
filling the· role of 'Hea Ith
Educator.' 'Humm .... " She
muses the phrase · thoughtfully
and then smiles. 'I'll have to
always add---'Specializing in the

Sexuality Center
SEXUALITY
continued from page 3

She ·is available to give
workshops in health, philosophy
and organizational behavior
courses. 'One of the things I enjoy
most is giving the workshop in
the classroom,' she says and her
eyes light up. 'I've done it twice
so far this semester and it's funI really like it. Some studen~
hadn't hear(! of me until I gave
the workshop. I'd like to do more
of this in the future.'
At presenfiil!;he is beginning to
work on plans for Sexuality Day,
which will be held in the MUB in
March. She says that she gets her
ideas from 'all over the place',
and welcomes ideas from peoplb
'I'll be soliciting from the
residence halls for the day-lonff
program. I think last year's wen ~
V9l"Y

w"ll ...J'm hoping to

h~vP ~r

even larger attendance this yeai
because I'm having it earlier ii'
the semester. Also I probabl~
won't have quite as many
workshops as las~ year,
especially all going on at the
same time.,.
In what direction would Dubois
like to see the Sexuality Center

I

NOVE~B~R

, move toward?
'I see the main purpose of the
center as being a consciousnessraising effort. I'd like to see a
more serious interest in_ other
concerns-- I'd like to see sex area of sex."
moving into an ..area of a more
serious subject. Values, dating patterns, quality ,relationships-there are many subjects that
don't receive enough concern. I
hope and expect that interest will
increase from year to year.'
Publicity is ·soinething that
Dubois has tried to concentrate
on this semester. lI noticed an increase in students after the article in The New Hampshire
Magazine came·out last' year so·
publicity is very important. I am
getting more of a feel for it this
year.,- Dubois is pondering the
most effective ways to advertise
thf'

M~rrh

flay-long

t I

~ •

I

1f •

Trustees
TRUSTEES
continued from page 3

for Plymouth State, Day finds
plenty to keep him -busy. He has
plans to develop some hobbies
and to eventually visit his

in California.
He and his wife Helen have four
grown
children,
Patricia,
Richard, Robert, and Jimmy .
Robert and Patricia live in
California, and Richard and
Jimmy live in New Hampshire.
Mr. and Mrs. Day said they
would like to divide their time
bet~een the two places.

progr~m

without having to make posters
with the words, 'Sex Day! Sex
Day!'~
When she starts .printing new
publicity information Anne
Dubois will change her title from
the
cumbersome
'Human
Sexuality Coordinator and Counselor' to s_im ly 'Health

Vnurigtr-ily-t;tyb

Special Offer

UNISEX

Hair ~ping Spocialist
We shape your hair EXACTLY
'll-IE WAY YOU WANT IT.

B.O.B.
continued from page 2

The Bureeu of the Budget consists of the nine student
organizations such as SCOPE
and MUSO whose budgets are
funded by the Student Activity
Tax. "Organizations not funded by
the Student Activity Tax but who
need funding must first present
their programming fund proposals to the Student Caucus,"
Evangelou said. "The proposal is
then sent to the Bureau of the.
Budget where its financial
feasibility is studied and then the
proposal is sent back to the
Student Caucus for final approval."
Evangelou said that the Bureau
of the Budget receives approximately one-quarter of a
million dollars a year from the
Student Activity Tax.

4
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Rochester Parachute Club
will be open on Thursdays

NoscalpOO I~
. Separate Areas
for~&¥'..,...,.

$35.00 first jump
Thursdays
Students Only
$40.00 weekends

ONLY 4 MILES FROM CAMPUS
SPECIAL! ! ! Get acquainted offer.
I We at Younger-By-Style downtown location
will shampoo, condition, cut and blow-dry
1 your hair for the sum of
I
$5.25 COMPLETE

1
1

I

Rochester Airport
Rochester, N.H.

423rdst., Dover, N.H.
Acru;s from the 3rd St. parking lot
Plnle 742-?Jm

l-----~---------------------

Classes begin at 11:00 a.ni.

Rt. 16

~tin longhair

l

332-0829

I

THIS AD MUST BE PRESENTED FOR
THIS SPECIAL PRICE

L----------~---------------

---classified ads--Typin~ - 75t: per page. Previous secret.aria!
experience. Call 742-0142. 11/9

services
· Busmt•ss teacher will do business. personal

profess1011al. student. or thesis typmg frorr.
notes Qr dictation. Reasonable rates. IBM
Selectric - choice of style/pitch. Call Diana
at 742-4858. 11/12

roommates
Female roommate wanted to share a
beautiful house in the woods . Three other
girls . Located I'~ miles from campus onDurham Point road. $62.50 plus utilities.
·

Female Roommate to share new house localed
5 miles from Durham. Country setting 50
acres , 2 fireplaces . Own transportalfon .
' $75/mo. inclu<les utilities. Ph-One 868-9620.
11/9
WANTl!JY: 4 female roommates 2nd semester,
at 22 Young Ur. Uurham, 15 minute walk to
T-hall. 3 smgles available, so hurry. For
more info drop over or call 868-7541. 11/12
Female 24 needs room in house or apartment
in Durham or on Karivan route. Up to
$80/month. Call 862-2310 days or 659-2095 and
leave message for Nlna. 11/2

pre-paid. class ad form
TO
READ AS FOLLOWS:'
.

·-----·------ - --------- ---------

--------------------·-·--·-··

PLEASE PRINT
~.. lRST

-------------------

-··

MUST Bi: PREPAID

INSERTION: $1.00 for 30 words or

l~ss;

EABH ~QNSl::~t;TJVE INSERTION: -$.25

S.SO for ea£h 15 words extra.
Maxim1ni number of runs: 6.

Mistakt!s on our part merit one additional run.
TO RUN

Hi Punkin, I love you. I have twenty one
months of very beautiful memories, and
many more to come. Please com~ see me
soon. With all my love, Huggy Bear.11/2.
Business is Booming. In ap_preciation for your
welcome patronage, last Friday's sale will
be held over for one more week. Appointments are now requested. Toni Wilfiamson.11/2.
02H8-8502. Happy Birthday :you signet! Dig
20 beers tonignt and you probably won't be
swinging from the bathroom doors either!
Love,your fellow toads, SB,BEA,MU,JKB.
. 11/2.
:lpermoliman- How · many pumpkins haye
you sleot with lately"' Is it true you dressed
up as Deputy Dooos for Halloween'? Angel- .
:spreaCI your.wings and let me come ms1ae.
Looking forward 1o seeinl! vou for the whole
party next homecoming-we're all good sisters!
· ~ii/2_1_.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TIMES.

Make cbecktp.ayabte to: ·The New Hampshire, Rrri. l~l ~. Memorial Unio11.

Ryan - "When will I see you again'?" 11/2
Ladies night every Thursdav-Old Farm Pub

l.~x:l!B, ~I . Dover 742-91108. 117~ _ _ _ _ _

JoAnn: Alas,, I have not the courage to ask.
Your dmner partner on 11-1. '11/2
.Jeff and Linda· Howdv . Don't make your.;p)'vcs strangers'. Saw ·you a while ago, but
'rns driving other way. Still al same apart
nwnt . Give me a ring some time. 749-4941!.
.\nn Fletcher. 11 /2.
,\rm E. Blanchard- Please get in touch with
me by ll / J/71i. If not. will be forced into

llrast1c measures concerning OUR money
..;il ualion . Furiously, l:t. Ann Fletcher
l'hone-749-49411. 11 /2.
Mucca McCann- That was one helluva
dramatic fall in Front of the Tin Palace.
Watch out for those curbs! You wouldn't
How about a $21 donation to UNICEF, Trick
want to.use crutches a~ain. would vou? Cucgr · treat ? Chevy Chase bowed out
ca & Maureen. :P .S. Anyone interested in
graciously,
you could have at least done uie·';
stunt lessons- spec1al1Z1ng in 'domg curbs' go
same. c.;anaygram. 11/5.
to Williamson 415. 11/2
~Four 'fun to be with girls' looking for fotir. '.
What are you going to do while waiting for
'f~n t~ be with guys'- no ues- enjoy aancing,
the election refurns to come on'? How about
drinking,
etc. Rms. 111and108. 2·2435 or 868watching UNH i:>lay America's top amateur
9875. 1119.
basketball team'? Tonight- 7:30 - Fieldhouse.
11/2.
Phantom Digitizer we've shared many
special moments and there'll be manv more.
Remember a diamond is forever and we .
_too. I Love You. Happy Anniversary.
2
lWROPE76/77ABC -STUDENT/ TEACHER
CHARTElt FLIGHTS -CHEAPEST WAY
David Zinder. -wishes , dreams, miles, green
TO
GO -ONE-WEEK
TO
ONE
apples, big puppies wine& cheese, sea weed
.YEA R-GLORA L TRAVEL. :;21 flFTH
long and silky, goOd friend like Dave, and all
the love two people could have.-xo355. 11/2
IAVE. N.Y.10017
.
H.f<:LIABLE'
Steve R ... Don't l,OU know when you've got a
Wanted: fiddle and bow. Willing to pay up to
covalent bond with element number 97. Bet$30. Contact Peter Schlesinger. Rm 230
ter take her before she goes ionic. 11/9.
Christensen . 868-.9885 or 86"2-2393 eves.
To the Avid Student- I don't know about 1 preferably. 11/2
grades\ but if you get it just sometimes your
face wid clear up. Remember lust is a must.
Visit Europe 26 days in January . 16 plus
A concerned Stuaent.11/2
days skiing at Zermatt, Verbier, Leysin
Crosetes-Avoriaz, and Les Mosses. 'Yuorne 1
'30 & 512, Good music, good company:
winecaves. Gruyere cheese factory, Bern.
l'hanks, for the lovely complilnent. Yours
Castle, casino gambling, fantastic food. Ski
Wednesday nights. C. 11/2
\esi;ons, lift tickets, excursions, hotels, two
Baby: I can't do my_homework anymore!
2:~n~~tac;1;t/i5~~~~iia~~!:Tr~~~~~~~
Gotta meet you at The Field House Love,
J.Geils, 11/2.
a68-9818. College credit possible. 11/19

ffj

Ttaltph0tte- numMk5 and date~ l'ount r.o. one word; hyphenated words oount a& two.

Amt. end.:

personals

Why would top college players like Ralph
Drollinger of UCLA turn down large pro
basketl:iall contracts to play with an amateur
team'? Find out tonight- UNH vs AIA · 7:30 ·
Fieldhouse.11 /2,
·Need five more students to run intersession
tour to Germany & Austria - Berlin, Munich,
Vienna, more! Academic credit possible $700. Contact Arndt. Murkland 11 soonest! 21218. 11/5

and •••

l
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Steve .Rhoades programs your pleasure
By Janet Prince

professional station. Having a
staff of this size is also a service
to the students because·it enables
them to learn a trade, one that is
active and has a place in the real
world."
·
Rhoades got involved at WUNH
h;s sophomore year because he
·enjoyed music and wanted to
learn about different kinds of
music." He has done blues, jazz,
~ock, early morning, late night,
"mellow music" shows, and a
regular weekly classical hour.
''Classical hour has become
very popular. It's aired around
dinner time and the feedback we
have received has been positive.
Timing is another important
aspect of scheduling the shows.
Every night we have either
special music or a feature album
show and a public affairs show.
People want to be informed of
what is going on, not only enter-

goe15 on the air, and making :sure

tained.''

"It's for real," says Steve
Rhoades, program director at
WUNH. "It'!:; communicating
with the real world in an active
way."
WUNH is the student-run
educational FM stereo radio
station serving the students of
UNH and the Durham community.
"We have two basic listening
audiences," says Rhoades. "The ·
students and a large off campus
group. With a 40 mile signal
radius, we are one of the largest
student radio stations because a
lot of people listen to WUNH."
Surrounded by piles of record
albums and notebooks for logging
programs, Rhoades speaks about
the importance of a balance of all
~he shows and his job as program
director to find that balance.
''My job includes deciding what

·

As program director, Rhoades
that the programs are good,"
says Rhoades, a senior at UNH has increased the number of
majoring in geography. "The public services for the comhardest part is communicating munity and also makes announwith all the disc jockeys to . cements for things happening in
develop a continuity and a balan- the area. "We are strictly a nonprofit organization and have to be
ce.
very careful what we say. For
"Approxim~tely 60 people are
· involved in all the different example, if a concert is at the
aspects of this radio station Music Hall in Boston, we can
which is 5 times as many as a only say it is in Boston because

demand and finding a suitable
time slot' the idea may be instituted as a show. "The opportunity to develop ideas is
available here/' says Rhoades.
wffNH also offers weekly ·
training session where students
and people from the community
can come and learn about the
skills involved working at the
radio station. The introductory
meetings are held every Wednesday night at 8:00 and 8:45 at
the station on the ground floor of
the MUB. WUNH welcomes
people with no previous experience.
"We are responsible to the
federal government and there is
a process which all people who
want to be jocks must comply
with," says Rhoades. "You have
tO know the equipment, you-have
to be cleared for announcing with
an audition tape and you have to
De ucensea oy tne .l'"eaeraI communications Commission. WUNH
is willing to help anyone meet
these requirements.
Rhoades does not know what he
will do when he graduates. in
May, but he knows-he has a good
background for the'field of radio.
the Music Hall is a profit-making music can be satisfied by the "It's a challenge to work in a
organization. We do try to give as .. station. Anyone with additiQnal · radio station and a lot of sucideas is welcome to suggest them cessful radio people once started
much information as possible."
Rhoades feels that any taste in and after investigation of the here at WUNH."

diversions
.Wonder-Jul! A new
album from Stevie
By Gary Langer
Stevie Wonder has finally
come out with a new album,
called Sor.gs in the Key of Life.
It's a two record set, and also includes a single with two songs. As
if just a single record from Wonder isn't enough.
The songs include Wonder's
well
known
boogie-style
arrangements, rock and jazz
numbers,
and
an
interesting,classical/baroque arrangement .called 11 Village Ghetto Road."
Wonder's vocals, backed by a
low-key but highly supportive
chory.s-, convey the full range of
human emotions- from soothingly
seductive
to
explosively
frustrated to joyously excited.
The chorus has fling of its own on
a cut entitled ''Ordinary Pain."
Wonder's instrumental accompaniment, especially on the upbeat, jazzy "Contusion," is impeccable. His horn arrangement
on "Sir Duke" adds a snappy
touch to the disco-ish guitar while

Wonder sings his unique vocals.
This song is a prime example of
Wonder's versatility, his ability
to combine the finest aspects of
all types of popular music to form
his own unmistakable sound.
Wonder sings of the ghetto, of
love, and of life with equal expressiveness. His keyboards
sound out jazz, classical. and
rock patterns with practiced expertise. Be it a slow tune or fast,
Stevie Wonder's music has a
special appeal that none can
resist.
Songs in . the Key of
Life reflects the seemingly
limitless depth and breadth of
this remarkable recording artist.
The fact that Wonder sings, plays
keyboards, and arrange3 and
composes all his own mlliii~ attests to his virtually unparalled
virtuosity.
Each album he has recorded
provides a totally unique
listening experience. Wonder's
music is never redundant,· never
disappointing. Songs in the Key
of Life is no exception.

•
pre.-vzew

The New HamJ?shire's photographY, editor Ed Acker won last week's MUSO - Rivers photo contest with this ptcturet shot with a Nikon F camera at F: 4 and half a second .

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER3
Solaris Dance Company pe#orms in the Granite State
Room at 8.:All_ tickets are$1.SO at the door.

Please don't forget, the main program this week is at the
voting booth! Tuesday, times may vary depending on
locality.

Stalk the Wild Child, starring David Janssen. Ch. 4 at 8:30.
Anne Francis and Chris George in The Last Survivors. Ch. 7
at11:30.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER2
VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!

THURSDAY,November4
The University Galleries have an opening scheduled
for today. Japanese prints are in the Scudder Gallery
and works by faculty members Melvin Zabarsky and
Michael McConnell are in the Carter Gallery.

MUSO films presents The Learning Tree in the Strafford
Room at 6:30 and 9. $.75 or season pass.

Anna Christie opens at Theater By the Sea.

Stanley Kubrick's C:lockwork Orange is at the Fr~nklin
tonight and tomorrow. 6:30 and 9:00 ,
Would you believe election coverage is on TV tonight7
What else7

Charlie Chan at the Wax Museum, with Sidney Toler.
h

Burt Reynolds in Gator. At the Franklin, 6:30 and 8:40.

Alan Titus and Beverly Sills sing.
Rossini's comic masterpiece
The Barber of Seville on Chan·nels 2 and 11 at 8 p.m~

Lord of the Flies, an adaptation of William Golding's novel,
is on Channel 2 at 11.
Hijack, staring David Janssen as the big strong truck
driver. Ch: 7at12 :30.
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CAUCUS

bv Debbie Blood

Our Better Side
:£'1'>1

qoinq down lo

vote earl4, -see .C/Ol0
t'n a. wh LU·

continued from page 3

BOB before being officially appro'ved.
The Caucus passed an amen. ded motion to grant the Integrity
Club $212.50 to show a movie and
hold four special lectures. The
amended motion approved onefourth of the original proposed.
funds for publicity.
Rich Mori, vice-president for
special affairs, will work with
three or four Sena tors on a
special affairs committee to meet
with faculty members and study
the issue of collective bargaining.
:Farnham, Mori .and vicePresident Bob Millen expressed
concern over the October 29
editorial in The New Hamp;,hir.::

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
.. ANO/JlffH

reAH. ri's

75"/oOFTH!3
P1?£CINCTS

AT · N<JTFAR
'OJR
~HE/le,.
PtAa?
.
~I
?,7

1REPO/<TING,

: IT'S LACEY
o PA"1fNPOK:f
.. ///!TH Ml?.

!

HOPEJlJ.

r

MtAN, (JNlESS

"!HEY tQANT
RE/A/RITE5 •.

.:itudcnt

~,~Pl ·

\

~(

6'!J'!./

conccrrdng

government. Mori , said. "it was
a bit misleading just like we were
misleading. It's the press' job to
provoke politicians into doing
things. I think it was healthy.''

f

:GENERAL:
by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds
TMlK, IF PRO TPAGK tt=J
601~6 TO MAKE
ACOM£f'ACJ< W€'R~ GOl~b
TO J-\AVE. TO FuT ~xcrr~M&Nr
IN10 fl...

E.VE:R

•:MEETING:•
•:feedback:•
•• ·on Beck ••
••
••
eurvY'\m1ng •
•

•

•

I

r--"-"-'.

•

•

: SHOW :

./

2

3
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.,,,...-......,,..--,.,....--...,,.-,

collegiate·crossword
39 Heavy ha11111ers

12 Deal out
13 Opposite of syn .
18 Tennis strokes
42 Hit the 1 Lacking stiffness
43 God of love
21 College events
5 "Perry Mason"
44 "Darn it"
24 Act
actress
45 remark
25 Concise
9 Miss Gabler
50 Shinbone
26 Poker bet
14 Matinee 51 Having no more
27 Path
15 Kind of exam
space (3 wds.)
28 Word said during a
16 soup
53 Distribute
toast
17 Eclectic
29 Together (2 wds.)
54 No, in Nurem~~rg
19 Type of fish
55 Aware of
20 Simultaneously
30 Conman 56 Orchestra section 32 Piece of precipi- .
(4 wds.)
57 Head inventory
tat ion
22 Prison place
35 Perfonn lite Crosby
23 Departure
58 Mae.
36 Suffers humiliation
24 Barber shop items
(2 wds.)
27 Technique developed
DOWN
38
Warnings of trouble
by Freud
39 Recurrent theme
31 Sorrow
l Frleu°r::-de-41 Sentence part
32 Blackjack c00111and
l ·-:Concept
42 Orchestra leaders
(2 wds.)
- 3 Stied
44 Fasten again
33 Chemical suffix
4 Excess
45 Accumulation
34 Beverly Sills'
5 Vacation places
46 Competent
forte
6 Ascend
47 Mr. Long
35 Houses in Seville
7 Molten rock
48 First-class
36 DashB Basic
49 Plenty
37 Author's outputs
9 Antagonistic
50 Seaman
(abbr.)
10 Antagonism
52 Bon 38 Musical maneuver
11 Per -

14

ACROSS

17

53

. 40 Door opening

••
•

••
:•

.

-·

: THURS.
•• 7 p.m. ••
: NOV. 4 :

•
•
• Mus:•
:RM.,
••
•••••••••••
IGRAFTON:

56
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presents_

LOW HONFSf PRICFS!
;GET YOUR MONEYS WORTI-1

AS YOU LI KE IT

SERIE.5$6.98 LP's-$4.99 OR LESS

UNIVERSITY THEATER

By William Shakespeare
November 11-13 and 18-20 at 8 PM
November 1 7 at i PM
"
Johnson Theater. Paul Arts Center. UNH, Durham
General: $2.50-$3.00; Students: $2.00-$-2.50
Reservations: 862-2290. Group rates available.

Cut-outs - S-tracks - Cassettes .

J~<

XANADISC RECORD & TAPE SHOP

ire State St.. Portsmouth
Mon-Sat. lo-6 ·
Fri.'ti.l 9 p.m.
436-4420
.

BLACK CAT NIGHT
FRl&SA:r 11:00
A gruesome 1wo5ome
double feature. A pa~

if you lost and a popcorn ond -drin~ !f you
come · in ~oslyine,

COME ONE COME ALL
AND HAVE A BALL

STANLEY Kl!&RICl(Q
CLASSIC
"A CLOC.<WORK
ORANGE"(r)
EVE6:45&9
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Laskaris doubtful

Powerful AIA team visits UNH
By Andy Schahat

The UNH basketball team will
have its work cut out for it
tonight.
At 7: 30 p.m. at Lundholm Gym,
the Wildcats will host Athletes In
. Action, last year's AAU champions.
Tickets originally $2.00 for
students are now $1.00 with an
I.D.
"Athletes in Action has some
awesome talent," said UNH he~d .
coach Gerry Friel of tonight's
opponents. "They are as good as
we'll see anywhere this year."
Though the Wildcats hope to
make a good showing against
AIA, Friel acknowledges that this
game is an exhibition contest.
"While this game is a good opportunity to promote UNH
ba;,kctball," Friel ;,aid, "We arc

Center Ralph Drollinger dunks the ball in yesterday's
practice. (Ed McGrath photo)

certainly gearing our season past
this game."
"What this game will do for us
is that it will allow us to learn
about what we need to work on
for our first game Dec. 1st against
Boston Coflege."
Looking over the first two
weeks 'of practice that the team

UMass takes YC cross country
By Lee Hunsaker
Massachussetts, led by Mike
Quinn, took seven of the top ten
spots on their way to capturing
the Yankee Conference crown
last Saturday in Boston.
The cross country contest of
sixteen schools quickly turned into a two school battle between
UMass and UConn. UMass won
out defeating UConn 22-44 in the
final scoring.
UNH placed sixth with 145 points. Maine, the closest contender
behind Conneticut had 75; URI
followed at 138 and Vermont had
141.

Boston University, the host
team, finished way ont of contention with 202 points.
Quinn and Bruce Clark of Conneticut ran side by side for
almost three miles until Quinn
finally broke it open to win the ·
event by six secon~ with a time
of 23:59.
After Clark's second place
finish only Pat O'Neil and Bob
Sloss of UConn were able to
blemish UMass' domination of
the top ten.
Maine took the 11 through 13
spots and then the field was scattered mostly amongst yermont, .

sports shorts
YC football
It was a grim weekend for the Yankee Conference. Only two
teams won. UNH downed West Chester and Maine defeated
Southern Connecticut.
·
Maine upped its record to 5-3. The Black Bears produced a
strong running attack led by halfback Rudy DiPietro and fullback
Jim Dumont. DiPietro carried the ball 27 times for 115 yards.
Dumont scored two touchdowns to-cap two long drives.
Massachusetts gave Rutgers a scare but a blocked punt turned
the tide for the Minutemen.
UMass pulled out to a 7-0 lead in the first quarter. The Scarlet
Knights tied the score and went ahead when Earl Williamas
blocked a UMass punt on the ten yard line.
Rutgers went on to win the game 24-7 and keep its winning
streak of 15 games going.
Connecticut suffered its seventh loss of this dismal season. The
Huskies fell to Delaware 30-6.·
UConn never really got into the game as the Blue Hens, the top
team in the Lambert Cup, racked up a 28-0 halftime score. Four
different running backs scored for Delaware.
Rhode Island, UNH's opponent next week, ~atched its 14-0 halftime lead disappear as Holy Cross exploded in the second half to
win33-14.
The Crusaders came out in the second half cut the lead to seven.
They tied the score when defensive end Mark Cannon blocked a
URI punt and fell on it in the end zone. Holy Cross scored 19 points
in the fourth quarter to wrap up their second win of the year.
Boston University also saw its lead fade away. The Terriers. lost
to Colgate 21-14.

MisDlatch of the ·week

URI, and New Hampshire runners.
Gary Crossan was the first
Wildcat to finish for UNH placing
seventeenth with a time of 25: 12
over the Franklin Park course.
Crossan has sat out nearly all
of the last two weeks of the
regular season with an ankle injury and was unable to practice
steadily for the YC meet.
UNH Coach John Copeland
stated that there is a possibility
that Crossan might not run in the
New Englands this Saturday in
Boston.
"Considering the injuries,"
said Copeland, "we did as well as .
we expected. If we hadn't had the
injuries we could have beaten
Vermont and URI."
Dave Gelinas was the next Cat
to finish taking the 28th position
with a time of 26:07.
"Dave didn't run as expected."
commented Copeland. "He was
bothered with cramps but
nonetheless ran respectable."
Right behind Gelinas in the
twenty-ninth spot was Mark
Berman at 26: 11.
Bob Maurer, who "ran the best
time of his life'' according to
Copeland, was thrity-fourth at ·
26:50.
· Mike Sheldon just missed the 26
minute mark finishing at 27: 01 in
the thirty seventh slot. Barry
Reinhold then took the fourtyfifth spot for UNH at 28: 06 after
sµbbing in for Glenn Hilton at the
last minute.
.
Hilton was forced to sit out the
race after coming down with a
virus Friday. He made the trip to
Boston and dressed for the race
but decided not to compete after
warming up. Reinhold was then
put in at the last minute.
Copeland stated that it was an
ideal day for the race.
"It was perfect weather and
the course was in ideal condition
with the exception of a car that
was rolled and burned about
halfway through .. the night
before.''

It took a consensus vote to come up with the Mismatch of the
Week. Several games were considered. The games not winning
were Michigan's shutout over Minnesota, 45-0, Benedictine's
<Kansas) thrashing of Tabor (56-0), Norwich's pasting of Plattsburg St. (55-0) and St. Lawrence's 47-0 romp over Rochester.
The winner going away was Jamestown's (North Dakota) 69-0
embarassment of North Dakota Science. -

Interested in
writing sports?

ECAC all-stars

See
Ed,,. McGrath
Room.151

Two UNH football players were named to the ECAC honorable
mention list this week.
Quarterback Jeff Allen and defensive back-place kicker Sam
Checovich were honored for their play in the Wildcats 27-10 victory over West Chester State.
·
Allen completed nine of 12 passes for 113 yards and one touchdown.
·
Checovich kicked two field goals, two extra points and intercepted one p~s~. . . .

Mus·
TODAY

has had before tonight's game
Friel has seen both strengths and
weaknesses.
, "Our biggest strength. this
year has been our overall attitude!" the coach said, "It has
been positive since day one of
practice."
Also we have more depth this
year, he said. "Any five of ten
people could start."
Friel will probably go with his
experienced unit to begin the
game with Keith Dickson and
Ron Layne at guards, Bull Bardo
at center, and Tom Cavanaugh
and Steve Singelais at forward.
Forward Peter Laskaris is
questionable -starter due to a
hyper-extended wrist injury he
suffered in practice last week. If
he does start, Singelais will move
to guara replacing Layne.
As for weaknesses in the Wildcats so far, Friel has cited two.
''Our team defense is verv
weak," he said, "as is our defensive rebounding and boxing out."
This is one time UNH can least
afford to have rebounding
troubles. Athletes in Action has
five players 6-8 or taller and

feature 7-2 center Ralph
Drollinger, a former UCLA
player.
Though AIA plays nationally
ranked teams like Marquette and
Maryland later in the season,
head coach Bill Oates feels his
team will be playing hard
tonight.
"We are happy to be here,
Oates said of his team's first appearance ever in Durham, "The
players are looking forward to
the game and are always
motivated to play whether is is
against a large or small school or
before a large or small crowd."
Oates listed as his starting
lineup guards Brad Hoffman of·
North Carolina and Eldon
Lawyer from Oral Roberts
Universty, Drollinger and Irv
Killin and Bayard Forc:st at for-

wards.
Kiffin went to school at
Oklahoma Baptist and Forest attended Grand Canyon College.
But don't let the small college
names fool you. Forest passes up
a lucrative contract with the
Seattle Supersonics of the NBA to
play with Athletes in Action.

Volleyball temn sweeps
UMass and Williams
The UNH volleyball 'team upped its record to 5-3 last Saturday
with wins over Massachusetts
and Williams College.
The Wildcats will ·travel to
Rhode Island on Thursday to take
on URI. They will close out their
season Saturday with a home
match against Northeastern and
Boston College.
·
In Saturday's match at UMass,.
the Wildcats turned one of their
best performances of the year.
In the first game, UNH played
alert volleyball en route to a 15-6
win.
UMass pulled out to a 9-1 lead
in the second game. The Wildcats
came back behind the serving of
Jean Giarusso.
Once again, UNH got control of
the net as Barbara Soranson, Pat
Casey and Evan Vosburgh
powered the front line.
Williams forced UNH to three

games in the final match.
UNH won the first contest 15-7
in a sloppy game.
Williams came back in the
second game, completely
dominating the Wildcats 15-5.
In the deciding game of the
match, UNH pulled out to a
commanding 14-2 lead. Cocaptains Bev Harrington and Pat
Sorenson combined to create an
unstoppable setter spiker combination.
Midway through the . game
though, the Wildcats started to
slip as Williams closed the score
to 14-9. UNH held on to win.
The JV team also swept
Williams and UMass.
Led by the serving of Anne
Hobin and Judy Luber, the Wildcats downed Williams by identical 15-5 scores.
The UMass scores were a little
closer. UNH won 15-10 and 15-11.

Split end Lee Pope (32) gets dragged down by West
Chester's Kevin Higgins. (Steven Morrison photo)
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A time to pass,
•
a time
to run

UNH's Laurie Schute takes a breath in F riday's swim meet. Schute won three events.

Swimmers
The UNH women's swim team
opened its season with an 84-47
win over Mount Holyoke College
last Friday.
Led by Deena Bailey, the Wildcats took ten of 15 events.
Bailey took the 50 breaststroke,
the one and three meter diving
and was on the 200 medley relay.
The 200 medly relay team -of
Rhonda Goddard, Bailey, Margo
Bock and Carol Mather set a new
team record of 2:04.4 taking two

•

Will

•
opening
meet

seconds off their previous -best.
UNH defeated the Mt. Holyoke
relay team by eight tenths of a
second.
''I'm very excited,'' said
~~mming c~ach Margie Shuer,
Last year, m a four way m~t,
Holyoke beat us by over 100 pom, ts. ~~e .~earn looks very
promismg.
A differ ence between this
· year!s team and last year's is the

training program of Shuer's is
more rigorous. The women on the
team work out five to seven times
a week.
Shuer described Laurie
Schwte's performance as outstanding. Schulte won the 100 and
200 fteestyle with times of 57.5
and 2:05.5 respectively, and was
on the winning freestyle relay.
UNH, now 1-0, will host Vermont Friday Afternoon at 3: 30 in
Swasey Pool.

Something very unusual happened at the UNH-West
Chester football game last Saturday. Jeff Allen controlled
the tempo of the game by throw~ng forward passes.
This is unusual in the fact that the UNH teams of recent
memory, and of recent weeks has been dominated by the
running backs~
.
When Bill Burnham can crunch out 100 plus yards every
game and Dave Loehle can glide, twist, turn and float for
100 more, and even when George Cappadona, John.
Buckley, and Bill Hagen can grind out sizable rushing yardage, there isn't much need for an effective passing game.
But last Saturday, things were different.
Sure, Burnham was on his way to another 100 yard game,
but the big play at the big time came from the arm of Allen.
On two or three occasions, with third down situations,
Allen hit his receivers with precision, keeping scoring drives
alive. He threw with authority, and a winning quarterback
has to do just that, throw withauthoritv.
·
The theory of-coach Bill Bowes in the past is that when a ·
quarterback throws the halt three things can happen and
two of those things are bad.
The pass can be complete, and that's good. But the pass
can fall incomplete or, heaven forbid, the pass can -be intercepted. And those, mv: friends, are bad.

Didio's goal paces Wildcats

,

.

bounced in front of the visitor's these last few games, trying to
Marisa Didio scored the only goal and even landed on the goal find the right combination for the
goal. of the day on a penalty cor- line once, but each time post-season tournament.
"I've made a few changes,"
ner ten minutes into the game to goalkeeper Beth Bolton came up
she said, "some of which worked
lead the UNH field hockey team with the save.
to a 1-0 shutout of Bridgewater , . Each time, that is, until Mamie and some of which didn't. We
State College in the last game of Reardon fed the ball to Kathy haven't had as many goals as
the regular season yesterday.
Sanborn on a penalty corner. we'd like, but we finished ahead
The Wildcats also played on Sanborn made a hand stop on the in every game this year either on
Friday, losi~g to I?artmouth 2-0.
play, setting up the game winning goals or in penetration time."
UNH will leave late Wednesday- goal by Didio.
"We may be just reaching our
- -1peak for the tournament. I feeI
afternoon for the Northeastern
"I was more pleased with our that we should be able to win our
Regional Tournament, carrying play in the second half," said :irst game (versus UMaine at
the number two seed to Brown UNH Coach Jean Rilling, "Our Jrono) but after that I'm
University in Providence, Rhode offense was working well, and 'Ye naking 'no predictions." '
Island.
oassed better, but we still
"The pressure will be more on
The playing conditions were couldn't score."
_i1S being the number two seed,
not exactly ideal in yesterday's
Friday's 11ame was a dismal ef- th~n on them."
The Wildc.ats, finishing their
game as the cold November winc:l5· fort by the Wildcats as they dropwhipped across Memoriall ped their second game of the season at 5-2-2, will arrive at
Field.
y~ar.
·
Brown on Wednesday evening
Neither team dominated the · "It was very disappointing," and the first two rounds will
game, although the Wildcats kept . said Rilling of that game. ''My begin on Thursday.
the ball in Bridgewater's end of line looked dead out there and we
The semi-finals will be held
the field for the better part of the _didn't really test their goalie too Friday with the finals slated for
game.
·
much."
Saturday. There will be a conThe main problem for UNH
Rilling, in an attempt to solation tournament, so every
was getting that one good shot at generate more scoring power, team plays a minimum of two
the net. .Th~ ball continually has been shuffling her lineup in games.
By Paul Keegan

w

G

Bridgewater goalie Beth Bolton grimaces as the ball goes by for the only. score in yesterday's
game. <Ed McGrath photo)

Lee Pope

To the fans point of view, a
running game tends to be a
boring game. So it was · a
pleasant surprise to see Mr.
Allen throwing the ball ten
times in the first half last
Saturday.
On top of that, seven of the
passes were complete.
Granted, the Cats threw
only three times in the second
half, but they were trying to
protect their lead, and
throwing was not close to
being a necessity.
·
Even so, Allen tossed a nifty
touchdown pass to Dennis
Ouellete in the second half,
with Ouellete dragging his
man five yards towards pay
dirt.

The Wildcats have sure handed receivers, with a healthy
Lee Pope being the best of the bunch, thanks to his speed
and moves. The loss of Paul Jarry will hurt, as does the loss
, of any leadin~ receiver to .any team.
But Coach Bill Bowes said in the locker room after the
West Chester game that this team may not have thrown the
ball enough, and they may throw the ball more against this
week's foe, Rhode Island.
This will be a ple~sant sight to the home crowd this Saturday if that theory becomes a reality. A wide open football
game is an enjoyable football game, as long as the goqd guys
wit;l the game.
The Rhode Island people think so, as their quarterback
Kirk Lamboy leads the Yankee Conference in passing. With
Jeff Allen throwing the ball 15 to 20 times, the possibility for
excitement is limitless.
Bill Burnham around the end for fifteen yards is an exciting play to watch. But Burnham into the line for two, and
Burnham into the line for one is not spectator football.
Allen to Pope for twenty five, and Allen to DiPietro down
the sideline is action people like to watch.
What also must be considered is that Bill Burnham is absorbing physical beating going the 35 carry per game route.
Seeing this man hobble off the field after every series of
downs is like watching Grandma Moses run the 100 yard
dash. It doesn't h;ippen too quickly and it isn't a pretty
sight.
Perhaps Burnham' s running game would be even more effec.tive if he was called upon 15 or 20 times a game, like he
was against West Chester. Maybe, opponents wouldn't key
ort Burnham and only Burnham if the "no throw" sign were
taken off Jeff Allen's arm.
The presence of the passing game would tend to keep
defenses honest, and make those opposing corner backs and _
safeties respect the UNH receivers instead of cheating up on
the line of scrimmage to knock Burnham down early.
It's an interesting proposition. With two Yankee Conference games left, and with both of them so important, now
is not the time to experiment.
. But coming off the performance at West Chester,_plus the
flashes of passing brilliance Allen has shown in the past, the
time is ripe for a wide open Wildcat attack.
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Allen passes UNH
by West Chester
By Mike Minigan
UNH coach Bill Bowes let quarterback Jeff Allen do his thing
last Saturday, and the junior
signal caller responded by completing seven of ten first half
passes to lead the Wildcats to a
27-10 win over West Chester
State.
.
"This was a win we had to
have," said Bowes after the
game. "We threw the ball today,
but I don't know if we threw the
ball enough. (13 times total)
Remember, the running attack
was working pretty well too.''
Indeed it was. Bill Burnham
returned.to the Wildcat backfield,
gimpy ankles and all, and still
rushed for 107 yards on 21

success to a change of shoulder
pads down to a smaller pair.
For both teams, inside yardage
was tough to. come bv in the first
half and this precipitated the
·Wildcat aerial game. It also
played into the hands of Burnham
who helped push the Wildcats into
a 17-7 half time lead with a six
yard scoring burst.
The Golden Rams power back
Bill Blystone was ineffective in
the first quarter, but picked up
the slaC'.k in the second and fourth
quarters finishing up with '¥1 yards on 21 rushes.
"That guy Blystone made a
couple of cuts that were just
terrific," Bowes said. "He's just
a real fine back. I put him in the

carries.

category of Curt Oberg from D4;lr-

In all the Cats picked up 245
yards on the ground, with five different backs getting in on the action. Next behind Burnham was
George Cappadona with 50 yards
in 16 attempts.
But the key was Allen, who_
played his most impressive game
of the year.
With the Wildcats holding a 1714 third period lead, Allen found
split end Dennis .Oulette heading
towards the goalpost. -Allen fed
Ouellete the ball on the numbers
at the five yard line, and the
speedy receiver dragged the last
defender into the end zone for the
insurance touchdown.
"I had excellent protection all
day " Allen said. "The receivers
ran 'good patterns and everything
just fell right in place."
Allen also attributed part of his

tmouth.
The Golded Rams came out on
offense with a Wing T formation
which proved troubles me to the
Wildcat defense early in the
game.
"It was the first Wing T we'd
seen all year,'' Bowes said.
"They broke a couple of plays
on us in the first half," Bowes
said. "But as the game went on
we seemed to get better and better and better. That aspect
pleased me."
The Wildcats made some effective defensive adjustments as the
game went on and the defensive
back field turned in three drive
breaking interceptions, one each
by Sam Checovich, Charlie McMahon and Tim Benson.
McMahon's grab came with 1150 remaining in the game and

the new hampshire

George Cappadona (42) twists his way in for UNH's second touchdow"n. (Steven Morrison
photo)
stoppea a West Chester scoring making a leaping grab of an Allen
threat at the UNH 35.
pass in _the second quarter. He
'~I was surprised (Ram qb will be lffit for the temamder of
Darwin) Breaux threw the ball," the season.
McMahon said.. "He hit me right
Also defensive back Frank
in the numbers. I wanted to take MUCC1 sustained · a C0I1C1.B;ion and
it up the side line, but some guy had to be rushed to a hospital afcaught me from behind."
ter the game in an ambulance.
While the Wildcat offense
With Mucci's injury plus infeatured the return of Burnham juries to other defensive backs,
and split end Lee Pope,(four cat- Dick Duffy and Peter Gaspery,
ches for 64 yards), two more the Wildcat defensive backfield is
serious injuries resulted.
in a shambles.
Receiver Paul Jarry, just
"The injuries are going to hurt
returning from the injurv list, us," Bowes said. "We're
sustaine-d a fractured ankle definitely banged up. But the kids

Tickets prices for tonight's
game between UNH and the
Athletes in Action have been
reduced. Any student with an
IDwill be admitted for one
dollar. All other tickets cost
two dollars. ·Tickets can be
purchased at the door.

sports

Lose 2-0
By Scott Severa n ce

captain Bob Auletta (ranked
fourth in the Yankee Conference
Here was a UNH soccer squad coming in) would not play due to
with a 5-3-1 record and a possible a ba~ foot. He was replaced by
shot at post-season playoff ac~ Joe Kanzler, who hadn't seen
tion, ranked 8th in the latest New much action all year. Kanzler for
England poll.
sure wasn't going to be in top
form.
Here also was a Rhode Island
Sure? No way.
team ranked 5th in New England,
URI took all the marbles with a
with a 6-3 overall mark and an 2-0 victory, as Kanzler played
impressive 4-0 record in the well enough to earn a shutout and
Yankee Conference, tied with Danny Mccrudden scored both
powerful Connecticut.
goals to ice it
Mccrudden, the sixth leading
UNH was coming off a 2-2 tie
with highly-touted Bridgeport, in scorer in YC competition with six
their best effort oflhe year. They goals and one assist at the game's
had had nine days to prepare for opening whistle, tallied at 16:36 of
URI, thanks to a washed out con- the first half and at 37:48 of the
test with Plymouth on Tuesday. second.
URI put on the pressure from
They were sure to be ready.
The URI ~oaltender. t.ri- the start, forcing a couple -of corIt all looked so promising.

ner kic~s and keeping Cat netminder Bruce RiPnell busy.
Riedell left his feet to tip a hard
Mario Pereira shot over the net.
He robbed Pereira moments
later when he dove and caught a
shot in midair at the right of the
goal. Riedell had to punch the
ball out of a crowd from a free
kick only seconds after that.
Mccrudden booted his first
e:oal out of a mass of players from ·
the left, and URI had the lead
The Cats definitely naa their
chances.
·
Dave Teggart led a 3-on-2 and
took the shot himself, · which
resulted in an easy save for Kanzler. He didn't see Mike Cloutier
crashing in from the right side,
wide open.
Cloutier hounded a URI defensive back and stole the ball. His
pass rolled ,in front of the . URI
net, as both ·Craig Smith and Ken
Pasqual fanned on it.
T)le Cat forwards lacked effeccommunication
and
ti ve
seemingly solia scoring oppor- tunities were swept away by
mistakes and the tough . URI
fullbacks.
Still, it was anybody's game until late in the coritest. Mccrudden
took a pass from Dan Pinto and
popped it ti'lme.
The hunt was over, the Wildcat
was dead. There would be no
playoffs for this edition of UNH
soc~er.

After the game, goalie Riedel¥-

.sat on the bench with his head in
his hands. It had been like a
broken
promise.

Dave Teggart gets off a pass against URI. (Scott Spaulding

~~)

Cats frustrated
in- tennis fiaSco
By Paul Keegan

Rams end UNH's playoff hopes

.

Tomorrow,
UNH
hosts .
Plymouth State in a make-up of
the rain-out of Oct. 26,
rescheduled for 3: 00 at Lewis
Field.

who are replacing the injured
players have been doing the job.
There's just too much hinging on
the last two games to worry about
injuries right now.''
So the stage is set for the
Yankee Conference showdown.
Rhode Island comes to Durham
next week, followed by the all
important match with UMass in
Amherst on November 13.
"We're still a team dominated
by the run," Bowes said. "But if
Rhode Island plays off our
receivers like West Chester did,
we'll take the short yardage.
We'll try to mix ifop."

As the New England Regional
Tournament ended, so for all intents and purposes did the 1976
season for the women's tennis
team.
But, unlike the regular season,
the tournament did not hold
triumph and contentment for the
Wildcats, but iostead was filled
with dissatisfacti9n and controversy.
"It was the most pQorly
organized tournment that I've
ever seen," complained UNH
Coach Joyce Mills, "and a numoer of other coaches felt the same
way."
Mills complained of the lack of
proper playing conditions, mixups in the scheduling, and inconsistent rulings by the officials.
Despite losing in the first round
to fourth seed Sadoff from
Williams College, UNH first
singles player Nancy Veale went
as far as the semi-finals of consolation tournament, winning three
consecutive matches along the
way.
However, the semi-finals had to
be played on an indoor dirt surface when rain forced them inside on Sunday.
"It was just a kind of half-clay,
half-dirt surface," said Mills, "It
was a shame that they had to play
under those circumstances."
Nevertheless, it turned out to
be what one tournament official.
called, "The best match of the
tournament." Veale lost to
Theresa Parteau of Smith
College, 4-6, 3-6.
The scheduling problem came
when the Wildcat's second
singles player Jocelyn Berube's
match, originally set for 9:30
a :m.~ Friday was changed to 7:30
a.m.
Her opponent, Burks . from
Northeastern,hm:I not arrived by
8:~, so the match was to be forfe1ted to Berube. But, when
Burks showed up at 8: 10, the officials told them to play.
"It was just a fiasco," said
Mills, "I didn't want to cause any
trouble, but I asked the official
why they should have to play.

"He said, 'Is she here to playi
tennis or not?' so I said, 'Well,
are we going to play by the rules
or not?' The rules say a match is
forfeited if one of the players
doesn't show up a half hour after
it is scheduled to start."
They did play the match and
Berube lost 3-6,3-6.
She then dropped into the consolation portion of the tournament where she lost to the number two seed and Maine State
Champion Sue Staples, 2-6,3-6.
Staples hadn't lost a match in two
years before the tournament and
eventually reached the finals in
the consolation tourney.
Another point of controversy
came in the second round of the
doubles matches. The UNH
second doubles team of Courtney
Berger and Cathy Santom lost to
the Dartmouth couple of Mullin
and Greene. 0-6, 3-6.
Mills felt that it was unfair for
Dartmouth to use their best first
doubles player and third singles
player to compete in the second doubles match.
· Mills said they are planning to
institute a rule prohibiting this
kind of shuffling of players for
next year.
Wildcat first doubles players
Winty .. Woodb-:idge and Debi
Ackerson pulled what Mills ,
called, "an upset" with a 6-3, 7-5
victory over a tough Trinity pair
of Wilcox and Prah.
They then went on to lose to
second seed, Gallagher and Aspin
of Tufts by4-6, 7-5, 5-7 scores.
Mills said the luck of the draw
was one of the reasons her
players didn't advance as far as
he would've liked.
"Nancy had to play the number
four seed,'' she explained,
"Jocelyn had to face the number_
two seed and Winty and Debi
played Tufts, who was seeded
number two in doubles. So we had
some bad luck in the draw.
"If we had gotten a better
draw, we could have gone to the
finals in both first singles and
first doubles.''

